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Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

All Kinds of

Pipe Repairing,
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Licensed Taxidermist,
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NORWAY.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Remedy

to
We nee<l men
train. In three weeks,
to $31» weekly.
Eaey
for position· paying
work. »hort hour·. Beet Sprln* positions now
KWe year· of eueDrtftn· an l Garage work.
PORTLAND AUTO CO..
Write now
'•eu.
PortiaaU, Maine.

|

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
1 will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
<Ue or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Flnlah for In«lde 01
Outalde work, tend In your order·. Pine Lum
•jer aad Shlnglea on band Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Sheathing for Sale.

CHANDLER,

Maine.

Weat Sumner,

o.
15 vears expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard it Co., Boston.
All Work
Ouaranteed.

A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
WATCHES.

CLOCKS

AND JEWELRY.
OptometrlM Pannenter, Norway· Me.

Men Wanted
learn Auto driviug
repairing.
Beet
Thorough mechaoical training.
We can
will
soon.
open
Spring poaitiona
double your salary. Particulars free.
and

to

HAMLIN-FOSTER AUTO CO..
454-454 Fore St., Portland, Me.

t-tt

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland.

43tf

Also White Ash bolts.
J. M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond, Me.

Betweea Portland and Boatoa.
far·

·■·

way

91.40.

H—ad Trip I'l.OV

Steamships BAT STATE and RAN-

SOM B. FULLER leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week daya at 7 r. m. Sunday*
8 P. M.
Day trip* to Boaton, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 7 i. m.
Leave Central Wharf, Boaton, dailj
at 7 P. M.
Day tripe to Portland, leave India
Wharf Monday, Wedneaday aad Friday
» a. M.
Through ticket· on sale at principe ι
railroad atatiooa.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Sheathing.

Spruce
>5tf

and fir.

J.

Evergreens suffered most, and man;
of them came out in the spring with
their foliage seared and brown, and
dead. It was generally accepted that
the steady cold weather of the winter,
and the long period of freezing tem-

A.

This makes

most interesting lines of work, for there
I is in it so much to be learned and known,
I and the longer one continues in the work
I the more he realizes there is to be discovered and worked out. At "Orchard
Farm" we began tree planting on soil
I that for more than a century bad been
I producing general farm crops, and oatI urally in that line its original supply of
I plant food should have been consider·
ably reduced. The fact was discovered
I iu the rather uneatiefactory quality of
I the fruit that was produced. The ques! tion arose as how to most economically

15c, 25c, 50c.

ioc,

J

jewelry

prettily

Λ

LOCAL COLOR.

Τ sunset α small ketch fanned
In to anchorage, and a little
tbe skipper came ashore.
^ Inter
Ile was a soft spoken, gentle
voiced young fellow of twenty, Dut be
udmlratlon in advance
won Joan's
wben Sheldon told her that be ran tbe
ketcb all alone wltb a black crew
from Malalta. And romance lured and
beckoned before Joan's eyes when she

11113,

OilL'lUUll

liuoncicu.

For sale

by
KENNEY,

South Pari·.

ν»

wui ~v.

Beraude is the worst plantation and
everything It gets is the worst. All
the old timers κΐιηke their heads at it
Tliey HJi.v it has what you Americans
call a huodoo on it"
"Beratide will succeed." Joan said

"I like to laugh at superstiY'ou'li pull through and come
tion.
out the big end of the horn. The ill
luck can't last forever. 1 am afraid,
though, the Solomons is not a white

stoutly.

good

Every
give gifts
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appreciate

perhaps
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gift like this.
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appropriate
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appreciated. $4
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or
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silks,

$70.

Men Waited.

GEK1S,

$3

Have You

htala and protects
the diseased membrane reuniting fr<>m Catarrh and drives
Kestoree
away a ('old iu the Head quickly.
the Seuscs of T:i»te and Smell. Full size
50 ct·. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balru for use in atomizers 75 et».
Ut brothers, 5ti Warren Street, New York.

W.

EVERGREEN TREES INJURED.

$1.50

Balm

afi«oro«d.
i·
61.·· Relict at One·.
It cleanses, soot hue,

E.

Fancy Armlets

popular gift

They

CATARRH

Matched Pise

boxes at 25c, 50c, $1.

SWEATERS

FOR

Ε. W.

individual
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Merritt Welch,

Footwear for Christmas

LAY OR.
BUST

^§g&

GOLDEN EGGS

ΐ"

I

For

Boys and Girls :

—

C. B. Cummings

everything usually

Trunks.Bags.SyjtGases.&c. Fur Robos sod Horse Blanket: j
W. 0.
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SOUTH PAEZS, MAINE.

g.

wooer'which bring,

1
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Install
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Engines
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man's climate."
Give us fifty
"It will l«e. though.
learned be was Christian Young, a I
is
Very pretty 15c, 25c, 50c.
years, and when all the bush
tree»
the
killed
a
direct
descendhad
Norfolk
but
Islander,
evergreen
perature
cleared o£T back to the mountains,
and shrubs. Evaporation in the winter
ant of John Young, one of the original
fever will be stamped out. everything
han been the cause of this.
JEWELRY
Bounty mutineers. Tbe blended Ta- will l^e far healthier. There will be
COMBINATION SETS
COMBINATION SETS
The facts are it was not so much the
hitlan and English blood showed in his
like
cities and towns here, for there's an
freezing as the evaporation of the sap
The little things in
A
Braces, Armlets, Garters.
soft eyes and tawny skin, but the Eng4 in-hand and 2 pair ho»e.
of the trees in the winter. Trees must
immense amount of good land going
lish hardness seemed to have disapCuff Buttons, Stick Pins, Tie
last Christmas.
most
have an abundant supply of moisture in
different is our pretty
to waste. The black, the brown and
a
I
Yet the hardness was there,
the soil in the winter, for the process of bring up higher productiveness. steers peared.
the yellow will have to do the work,
boxed, Holders, Collar Studs, you will
A new assortment,
box with hose and ties matcha time we put in sheep and
For
!
winter
in
the
and It was what enabled him to run
The
evaporation of sap goes on
managed by the white men.
here.
the manure they would furfor
fed
in
land
find
variety
not
the same as in the summer though
Blues, Browns, 50c, 75c, $t.
his ketcb single banded and to wring black labor is too wasteful, however,
ing.
! nish, but as there were a hundred acres
a
to so great degree.
Solo- and in time Chinese or Indian coolies
Reds, $1.
to be laid out for orchards it was a slow a livelihood out of tbe fighting
When trees are in full foliage in June, I
to try to produce enough manure mons.
wili l»e Imported."
with a steadily rising temperatuie, tons I process
cover so much land.
Joan's unexpected presence embarof water are daily taken up by them in- I to
Shirts
and
Underwear
Mufflettes
and
were
Mufflers
fertilizers
attempted
MITTENS
him
Commercial
GLOVES and
rassed him until ehe herself put
Γ
dividually, and passed off into the at II but that
more capital than was
out at his ease by a frank, comradely
Christmas a great many
mosphere by evaporation and transpira- I available required
Silk Mufflers
For dress or work. In woolen,
50c to $1.50
to carry out that plan, and manner that offended Sheldon's sense
tion through the foliage.
of this kind. It is the
their value was not altogether certain on
Unlined Cotton Mufflers
25c, 50c
In the winter when the foliage is ab- I
worsted, leather, fur.
of the fitness of things feminine.
this soil, which is a glacial drift, gravel
of
the prooes· of evaporation goes on I
sent
sensible
and
most
the world Young had not,
white
in
any.
Mufflettes
or lined with fur, hair, silk, wool,
more or less of News from
with
limestone
steadily and more rapidly wben tem- I variation over the farm.
but he was tilled with news of the
colors
or cotton,
25c, 50c
25c to $4.
perature lowers and wind prevails.
Fifteen boys had stolen
Solomons.
STABLE MANURE BETTER.
It is at such times that the peach buds j
run away Into the bush
and
rltles
moiststable
The
suffer and are often killed.
! It became evident that where
from Lungn plantation, which was
ure is evaporated so rapidly that they I manure was used more positive results
coast.
and
a
condition
are left for a time in
dry
I were observed, but as this was not to be farther east on the Guadalcanar
it is then that the germ is killed. It is I had in sufficient quantity, a system of And from the bush tbey had sent word
the dry condition that is produced, not I clover culture was attempted, for the that tbey were coming back to wipe
the low temperature that kills the bud. I purpose of plowing in to furnish, what out the three white men In charge,
It is quite generally conceded that a I the manure added, the humus which while two of the three white men, in
temperature of sixteen to eighteen de- I this soil had lost and which it was evi- turn, were bunting them through the
grees below zero will kill peach buds, I dent it needed more than anything else, bush. There was a strong possibility.
to
but such is not a fact.
j It was a struggle for several years
volunteered, that If they were
I get a satisfactory growth of clover, in Young
TITLACE AND CROrS.
clrc'e around
for three years on the same soil, it not cangbt they might
I
fact,
In most sections where peach orchards I seemed more of a failure than anything and tap the coast at Berande In order
Boys'
a SUIT or OVERCOAT.
would
were given good summer culture, in 1910,
Likewise YOUR BOY
I that had been attempted, but there was to steal or capture a whaleboat.
and the cultivation was kept up late, I some
"I forgot to tell you that your trader
gain and the policy was pursued
to
at
there were excellent and full crops of I until a most marked improvement began
ut Cgi has been murdered," he said to
fruit the past season, but where cultiva- I to
a
like
seemed
develop, when what
"Five
big canoes came
Sheldon.
tion of the soil is neglected, the crop wab I
discouraging failure began to show down from Port Adams. Tbey landed
a failure.
I promise of real success.
in the night time and caught Oscar
The season of 1911 will long be re- I
Christmas
From the time that good stands of
or a House Coat is an
Last year we sold lots of these garments.
membered for its unusual deficiency of I clover were obtained, marked improve· asleep. What they didn't steal tbey
If you have
rain fall. Many farmers had to draw I ment in the soil, in the growth of trees, burned. Tbe Kllbberty Gibbet got tbe
Gift. Both are a real
Does this suggest
were
water long distances for their stock dur- I and in the
to
$6.
yield and quality of the fruit news at M boll pass and ran down to
sickness a bath robe is
something to
ing the winter months, while the hay I have been realized.
Agi. 1 was at Mboll when the news
crop was heavily reduced by the proWe have been carrying out some lines came."
Sweaters for Men
50c to $6
sumand
longed drouth of the spring
I to work with commercial fertilizers to
"1 think I'll have to abandon Cgi."
Sweaters for Boys
50c to
mer.
I cover a period of seven years. Four
that
remarked.
lessons
valuable
Oneofthemoet
of the time have passed. We Sheldon
I.years
farmers and fruit growers should have I have used a complete fertilizer, feeling
"It's the second trader you've lost
learned from the year 1911 is that oMbc I that in so
long a period of the produc- there lu a year." Young concurred.
importance of the tillage of the soil.
I tion of cereals there had been a deple- "To make It safe, there ought to be
At "Orchard Farm" with the excep- I tion of the
Coats
About 50 to select from.
principal food elements in the two white men at least «I've got a
If you are considering one you should see our large assortment.
tion of a few local showers, that moist- I soil.
It IT WAB A PAIR GIUP OR THE LOVER JAW.
dog for you. Tommy Jones sent
ened the surface of the soil a few times ! On
Plush Lined Coats, $20 and
trees there has been a defor Men, also Ladies. $16 to
he'd
peach
said
lie
island.
Neai
from
"Tben tho blacks will die off?'
during seven months, there was not suf- I cided «bowing of results. The trees that up
it's a first class
ficient rain fall to affect springs oi I have had a liberal application of a com- promised it to you.
Sheldon shrugged tils shoulders and
a
Hadn't been on board retorted:
« baser.
DONT FAIL TO VISIT US.
streams; yet we have never produced
of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and nigger
SHOP EARLY THIS YEAR.
pound
whole
larger crop of apples, or of better qual I potash for four years, have in that time two iniuutes when he had my
"Yes, like the North American Inlike.
ity—and particularly of better size.
Make your selections and we will
your bundles for you if you
I made great growth and have produced boat's crew in the rigging. Tommy dian, who was a far nobler type than
This sample of "Rome Beauty" apple I heavy crops of fruit. The peaches have calls him Satan. Jack Henley was
the Melauesian. The world Is only so
(exhibited), was taken from a tree that I been later in maturing, and have not had killed at Marovo lagoon two months
OUR STORES OPEN EVENINGS THE WEEK BEFORE CHRISTMAS.
ol
large, you know, and It Is filling up"—
produced one and one-half barrels
I the fine color that the check trees have ago. Tbe news Just came down on
"And the unfit must perishV"
more
nitrogen
apples, the seventh year from planting,
I
shown.
Undoubtedly
The unfit must perso.
the trees being a medium size of twe I has been applied than the peach has re- tbe Apostle."
"Precisely
"Where Is Marovo lagoon?" Joan ish."
years when planted. There were manj I quired, and that will be reduced, or left
Mcintosh trees that produced the same out hereafter.
In the morning Joan wus roused by
I
"New Georgia, α conple of hundred
quantity; at the same age, the "Northern
Captain
EFFECT OF FERTILIZER,
a great row and hullabaloo.
a tree
from
was
taken
anSheldon
westward."
(exhibited)
the
Spy"
miles to
2 STORES
Young bad landed Satan at the nio
On apple trees the résulte bave not
and loaded witk
seven years planted
belies
just
"Bougainville
ment when the bridge building gang
been so marked. On a row of Rhode swered.
fruit.
Suuin
Island Greenings, an orchard now 75 yond."
had started along the beach.
"His own house boys did It," Young was big and black, short haired and
years old, the second year after applying 35 pounds of basic slag for phos- went on; "but they were put up to It muscular and weighed fully seventy
the middle of July.
drj phoric acid, 20 pounds of sulphate of by the Marovo natives. Ills Santa pounds. He did not love the blacks.
seemed to be th08®
of soda per
ω then to be potash, 22 pounds of nitrate
—
Cruz boat's crew escaped In the whale- Tommy Jones hud trained him well,
period, and
moiBtur. tree, the foliage upon that row was a
relied upon to co
boat to Cholseul. and Mather. In the tying him up dally for several Hours
the
than
distinctly darker green in color
growth
κ
as was in the soil to keep up *
burn
were
Lily, sailed over to Marovo. He
and telling off one or two black hoys
rest of the orchard. The apples
You go to the city for Glasses of the trees and the maturing υ
bead
So Satan
ac a time to tease him.
also of a decided green ia color, while ed a village and got Henley's
fruit.
of
and
crop
you will pay double
He found It in one of the house· had it in for the whole black race,
on the other trees there was more of the back.
AND BUCKWHEAT COVEBCBOP8
yellow shade, near maturity. The size where the niggers bad it drying. And and the second after he landed on the
get no better service.
I
of the apples on the fertilized ruw was that's all the news I've got. except beach the bridge building gang was
For nearly twenty
if
to
This I will prove
you
for a cover larger. For the past two years there
our practice t0
that there's a lot of new Lee-Entleldi stampeding over the compound teller
and green crop to be plowed in annuaily have been prolonged drouths, with no
ins.
you will call at my office.
loose on the eastern end of Ysabel. No- and swarming up the cocoanut pal
r8 hav< 1
noted.
difference
but
perceptible
natives got them.
morning." Sheldon called
"Good
the time of seeding, it
In all of the orchards clover is being body knows how the
to investigate. from the verauda. "and what do you
llgns ggrowth only of tbt sown for a cover crop, and plowed in, The government ought
July, that a light
Thepaetsea excepting the past season, when buck- Ah—oh, yes—a war vessel's In the tldnk of he nigger chaser?"
clover has been obtain
largei wheat was substituted. The first six group, the Cambrian. She burned three
"I'm thinking we have a task before
■»»· ">
buckwhe«t o« trees on the fertilized row of apples have
Ml·
the
of
account
to train him Into the bouse boys.'
4'2tf humus crop weι s ο
us
Bina—on
at
orchards made a larger growth and have produc- vlNages
nearly one
shelled the bush. she called back.
know—and
nota,
you
anc
unfertilized
the
ed more apples than
Much of it reached Iron> five to five
Look
"And to your Tahltlans, too.
Then she went to SIo to straighten out
wai 1 row next to it. Yet, there are individual
a hall leet
tor It!"
ftun
Noah!
without
out.
seed
that
there."
the
before
orchard
things
trees over the
plowed in in Septem
tba'
ol fruU hac fertilizers applied have made equal
Satan, having satisfied himself
The conversation became general,
formed, but ae iarg
was
as
have
M cut anc
and
of
produced
wood,
and Just before Young left to go on the tree perches were unassailable,
growth
straight for the big Tabitlan
many and as good apples.
board Joan asked:
charging
The six trees of the fertilized row
Rut Noah stood his ground, though
"How can you manage all alone,
1
stand in soil that has more moisture in
Irresolutely, and Satnn. to
somewhat
Mr.
Young?"
I the eoll.
it than other portions of the orchard.
rested
one's
surprise, danced and
almost
eyes
girlish
every
enter
His
oi
that
large,
advocate
There are so many factors
We
with laughing eyes
him
rehe
about
before
trees
of
moment
abou
fr'.sked
on her for a
into the problem of the growth
allowing no sod
low heade( that it is somewhat difficult to know plied. and then it was in the softest and wagglne tall.
I the trees. we
a
We also advocate
a
0f ayounf how to give credit to the fertilizers used, and gentlest of voices.
"Now that Is what I might call
comment. "He
We.re .«U In fnwr of
especially where the toil is in a good
"Oh. 1 get along pretty well with proper dog." was Joan's
than you. Mr. Shelproductive condition.
Of course, there is a bit of I* at least viser
them.
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method after seven y
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on board.
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Pee<l the maturing pullets GROWING FEED
We have all
off many more In
the attention of tbe neighbor» and a and
to
and DRY-MASH mixed, but as soon as they
;
blm
only Wul number of them tried lime, with grati- among them. Une can't get
Foiled bere, Satan turned
tbe roof.
Overshoes and Rubbers.
bo;'in to lay, give them the DRY-MASH
dwarf
might be don. t fying résulta. Now that community Is talk about it, but the fuse was short, aud charged buck on Matauare.
straight.
and
now
started
you
Don't delay, get them
growing clover and improving its soils, the survivors leaped overboard, while
"ttun. Matauare! Run!" Joan called.
will have egg* all winter. There are no "just
time to try
TBI HOOT» or A TBBB.
all because one boy went to (he College he slipped his anchor and got away.
as good" feeds and you have no
But be held bis ground and waited
them
n.** • of Agriculture. This is truly a case They've got 100 fathoms of shell
·«■ are too high.
A. «». grow older
tbe dog.
Gaiters,
Boots in all leathers. Button and Lace, Felt Shoe·,
> where "a little leaven leaveneth tbe
is
which
d
a
now.
head
trunks
their
perform
money on his
"He Is The Fearless One-that is
For Sale toy
Tbey be whole lump."
than while they ar 1y
Ï
Yet he goes Into Βαα regworth £100.
Overshoes, Rubbers, &c.
what bis name means." Joan exparts of th
come the
time
Ago,
&
ularly. He was there a short
and to resist th
plained to Sheldon.
tree, to hold It In
The hope of tbe dairy business rests
from Cape Marsh
The Tahitlan watched Satan coolly
begin to take oi j with the new beginner, not with tbe old- returning thirty boys
-that's the Fulcrum brothers' planta· and wben tbat sanguine mouthed
Norway, Me
unto
tied
are
who
fashioned dairymen
creature lifted into the air In the final
oows and unprofitable meth- tlon."
found in a first-class shoe store.
Have
j profitable
"At any rate, his news tonight has leap tbe man's band sbot out It was
and who are nnwilling to aocept
t ods,
tbe clear, demonstrated truth of better given me a better Insight into the life a fair grip on tbe lower Jaw. and
"And It Is
methods and higher ideals.
down here,"' Joan said.
Satan described a half circle and was
fine or feed! g
colorful life, to say the least The flung to the rear, turning over in tbe
Also
s
froi
Material.
^
out
{oet
of
Plumbing
Beit
the
With
larged P°rU°°·'
Noon is a good time to supply tbe Solomons ought to be printed red on flir and falling beavlly on bis back.
their mal a
the trunks, the trees «ttlng
g
such aa cab- the charts-and yellow, too, for the
ferons root ι stock with some green stuff,
Three times be leaped and three times
j bages or root· of any kind. The latter diseases."
tbat grip on bis jaw flung him to decan be oat In half, and the bens will
"The Solomons an not alwvja Ilk· feat Then he contented himself with

Clothing

Cream
Ely'squickly

ι

Joan managed

Jack London
CHAPTER V1IL

irottlnc at Marauaree heels. eying him
uud suitling bliu suspiciously.
"It's all right. Satan; It's all right,"
"That good
Sheldon assured Mm.
fella holona along me."
Tben Satan turned bis attention to
the three bouse boys, cornering Ornflrt
kitchen and
rushing bim
iu the
turn Inst the bot stove, stripping the
lava-inva from Lalaperu when that
excited youth climbed a veranda post
and following Vlaburl on top the billiard table where the battle raged ontll

[to
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You will find so many kinds
Initial or plain,
in our stock.
cottons, lawns, linens, japonette,

A SUIT OF CLOTHES or AN OVERCOAT is often
several will combine their money and buy a splendid
Our prices range from $5 to $22.

Optician.

«

A Reliable

in

A Romance of
The South Seas

LARGE THINGS TO GIVE

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

boxed

Adventure

J

HANDKERCHIEFS

Way's

Masonic Block,

Telephone Connection.

4-hands
4-hands

Something
gift
Grays,

and Iron.

Tempi· Street,

Tastily

Newest colorings.
in individual boxes.

Large
25c.
assortment of Tetks, Bows, String
Ties, Windsors, 15c to 50c.

Stoves,

and Ranges.

ours.

Beautiful

St., Norway, Me.

Hardware,

Man's Store

AT OUR STORES.

FOUND

BRACES

NECKWEAR

NORWAY, ME.

'ft'·· Hour·—? to 13—1 to 3.

14 Main

question-WHAT?

LITTLE THINGS TO GIVE

Dentist,
Block.

ARE

GIFTS

SENSE

ROUNDS,

Hatuawat

give for Christmas
a

SPKSD TBS PLOW."

J

useful
for there you find the pleasing gifts to him. Men as a rule prefer
but it is an
the
with
gift
fancy
to
pleased
appear
gifts. They try
assumed pleasure.

MA1NK.

NORWAY,

To all

shall I

the vexatious

comes

"

Question

A Man's Present Should Gome from

SMITH.

Γ.

in every mind is-What

Presents?

MAINE

NORWAY,
Jitce Hour·—9 (O 12—1 to 4.

I keep such vegetation, mostly weeds, aa
may g row there cat to form an accumulating mulch. All atonea should be
formed
Correspondence on practical agricultural topli II closely picked up and a surface
la toll cited. Address all communications In I where the wind fall apples may be saved
tended for this department to HuntT D
'n good condition to be sent to market
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem I
where a cheaper grade fruit ia always
ocrat, Paris, Me.
I wanted.
I Where evaporators are at band tbia
Lessons for Fruit Growers.
dropped fruit would have higher value
(Address of G. T. Powell at the meeting of th< 'I for drying, Cultivation would then be
Maine State Pomologlcal Society.)
I kept up in the oenter of the spaces beEach year a· it passes has its par tween the trees to make readily soil and
ticular lessons, which if tbey are learned I to conserve soil moisture.
We believe that it may be possible
should be a help in the coming years.
Ooe of the chief obstacles to the more I through this change of culture to reduce
rapid progrese of a large number ol the cost of production by thirty per cent
those engaged in farming is that of noi I and at the same time to obtain somestudying the conditions of each year ai what higher color in the fruit. Tillage
they present themselves, and change should be carried only to the extent of
and modify their practice to more ef- I obtaining a good annual growth of wood.
ficiently meet the requirements of ex- As soon as that is assured tillage should
cease, for size in the fruit will be obisting conditions.
The year just passing was preceded tained aiong with a good growth of
by an unusually dry winter. Very little I wood, especially where green crops are
rain fell in the autumn of 1910, and but regularly grown and plowed in.
little snow covered the ground in man;
fertilizers for orchards.
sections through the winter, while thert I The
subject of fertilizers is one upon
was a deficiency of rain fall through the
which it is very difficult to give advice
spring and summer. There was an un or even an opinion. The secrets of the
usual loss of trees and shrubs in man; soil are
many that have not yet been
places in New England and New York, I solved and are far from beiog underto
was
attributed
which
for
the cause
stood.
the severe open winter.
fruit culture one of the

STORES

BLUE

The Christmas

Dentist,

SOUTH PARIS,

résulta to have the soil undisturbAMONG THE FAEMEES. I better
ed next to the trunks of the trees, to

I

Licensed Auctioneer,
SOUTH PARIS.
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Orbit Mas· and Gravity of th· Planet
Twin of Our World.
Mercury is the nearest of known
planets to King Sol, but Venus comel
next, and In eccentricity of solar orbit
—an eccentricity having an average of
about C7.200.000 miles—la the least Irregular of the planets. The distance
of Venus from our earth also varie*,
with an uverage or mean of about 25,700.000 miles ut her nearest, the average distance of Venus from our earth
being approximately lGO.OOO.OOO mile·

at her farthest
Queen Venus may be called the planet twin of our world, since ber mean
diameter and that of our earth are
nearly equal. Nevertheless the differ-

of some 200 miles In their diameters leaves Venus with about 92-100
of the terrestrial volume. Venus' mass
or
weight approximates 82-100 of
that of our planet, nnd. dividing 82100 by 92-100, we get 89-100. which 1»
Venus' density compared with the denence

sity of our earth. Venus' gravity approximates S2-100 that of our planet
or. iu other words, a terrestrial body
weighing loo pounds would weigh only

eighty-two pounds

upon the surface of

Venus.

Queen Venus exhibits phases like

our

but possesses no moon herself.
She presents a bright and thickly
clouded appearance and has an atmosphere which Is estimated to be from
one and oue-bnlf to two times as dens·
moon,

This beautiful planet was
of course, by mankind in prehistoric ages, but the earliest known
record respecting her was in 686 B. C.,

as our own.
Reen.

a

record engraved upon earthenware
in possession of the British mu-

now

seum.—New York Tribune.

MANSARD'S ROOF.
It the Architect Won Hi* 8on'· Life
From Louis XIV.
The great hull of the Hotel de Ville
of Arles, designed by Mansard, is the

By

wonder and admiration of every one
who has sceu it ou accouut of the
groined roof.
In regard to this a neighboring cafe-

tier tells u somewhat grim story. King
Louis XIV. happened to be passing
through the city just ut the time Mansard was superintending the completion of his creation. The roof was supported by a powerful pillar. The mon-

arch admired the work and congratulated the urchltect on his design. At
that moment the architect was passing
through great domestic tribulation. Πβ
had η son under sentence of death, so
he thought it would be η good opportunity to intercede ou behalf of the
lad.

tuuil>iiru

uni·»

UIUIMTII

at

lui-

un

(lie king and said: "Your majesty sees
in the center that massive column? If
you will «[tare the life of my son I

will remove the unsightly pillar, and
the roof shall stand without supi>orL"
"Mansard." replied the king, "If you
accomplish that miracle I will pardon
your sou. but If you fail I will hang
you with him."
The architect removed the pillar
without creat dliliculty and with the
result desired. The cafetier Is a phi·
îosopher. and he concludes his story
with the reflection that had not Mansard's son been a snimp the hall at
Aries would be Just like any other halL
—London Globe.

Rite and Fall of Peter Lycl·.
The Tripoli of the early nineteenth
And
century could boast of a fleet
more, the fleet could boast of an admiral halllns from Scotland. Peter LycU
When be arrived ai
was his name.
Tripoli In 171M he was mere mate ol
Iiut α nature avaan English vessel.
lie pluudered
ricious asserted Itself.

part of the ship's cargo, was sus|iected
and took refuge in the castle. There
began his real career. lie turned Moslem. married a relative of the reigning
pasha, and In time became lord bigb

Ills ambitions
admiral of the fleet
lie did not
did not stop even here.
stick to his fleet He embarked on a
course of piracy, distinguished himself
His standing beand made enemies.
"Poor Peter," comcame undermined.
mented an old time traveler, "was no
longer an object of consideration wltii
auy party."—London Globe.
Climatic Variation.
There Is plenty of evidence going to
show that the "climate of North Amer
lea was much warmer than It la now."
The remains of the now extinct mammoth, for instance, which are found
all over the continent, and especially la
the northern part thereof, prove that a
tropical climate prevailed here at a

very recent date, geologically speaking.
There are. of course, other evidence·,
but the conclusion to be drawu from
the mammoth is enough to convince ua
that where the temperate (or colder)
climate now is there once prevailed a
hot climate, such as the now extinct
monsters luxuriated in for centurie·.
Wild Bees.

Wild bees gather the nectar moat
also
freely In the buckwheat They
will attack blossoms that the tame
The bee from the wood··
bees ignore.
doesn't seem to care for propagated
that
flowers, nor will it enter any hive
has been placed for It. no matter how
enticing the food there. It la far more
vicious than Its cultivated brother.
Got Her Rattled.

Manageress (to customer in tea room,
about to light a cigar»-No smoklnz to
here, air, please Customer—Hut yuu't e
got "Smoking Room" on the door

there.
Manageress—That Is the door
of the next room. sir. Customer—Then
wbat'a it doing In here?—London

Punch.

Féminin· Conversation.
Blobbs— Women talk about uotblag
bat their dress. Slobbs-Ob. I don't
know! It seems to me I've heard some
of them talk about their bats.—Phila-

delphia Record.

Mystifying Colloquy.

"Just then the train entered a

tunnel, and"—
"les. and Jack"MNo, he didn't, the stupid!"

Am»

long
Bx>

......

THE OXFORD BEARS. II

ESTABLISHED ICS.

West Pari· Orange held It·
The funeral of Mr. Horace Foster
I held at the home Sonday, Rev. J. H. election of officer· Dec. 9th:
I Little officiating.
Worthy Master—Charle· Dudley.
Ε. β. Toe IL
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN AU
Toeedaj Gould Academy opened for Overseer—
Lecturer—Carrie Dudley.
I the winter term.
Steward--Melrin Bubler.
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
I Tuesday afternoon the W. C. T. U.
A ist. Steward—K. F. Barrow·.
Chaplain—Clayton Churchill.
met with Mr·. Ira Jordan. The

The Oxford Democrat.
ISSUED

TUESDAYS.

&

Editor* 'tmi
GKUKOB M

_

__

aubject

Narootlca.
Mr. H. A. Packard has been ill with
I the grippe and he waa alao threatened
I with pneumonia. At preaent writing he

ΓΙγΜ Baptlat Church, Be T. Q. W. F. Hill, paa
tor.
Preaching every Sunday M 10:43 Α. M
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening «ervtc*
at 7
Prayer Meeting Thumlav evening al
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday be for»
7 JO.
All
the 1st Sunday of the mooth at 2 30 p. x.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited

waa

I la recovering favorably.
Wednesday night Mr·. Kate Chapman
I paaaed away at her home on Summer
I Street. She baa been tenderly cared for
I
return- by her aon and bla wife. Mr·. Chapman

A. h. IfOKB*S.

Τκκνs -$l Jo a vear If paid strictly to advance,
otherwise $·.' Ου a Tear. Single copies 4 «nu

Mr. and Mr·. Cbarle· L. Shaw
ed Saturday from a ten day·' visit to
Massachusetts.
Stanley Bennett and Raymond L. Atwood are at bome from Hebron Academy
for tbe Christmas vacation.
The second in tbe series of free entertainments will be given at Academy Ball
δη the evening of Friday, Jan. 5th, by
the Temple Quartette assisted by Mist
WrnaAsbe Noyes, reader. The doori
will bo open at 7:30 and the concert
will begin at 8 DO o'clock. Admission
free and all are invited.
Miss Aunie Eastman will give a Christmas good time to the younger children
of the village at ber home. The ag«
limit is fourteen and the time from nil

All legal advertisements
Ai>vKKTiSEMU«T8
are given three consécutive Insertion* for $1 30 j
Spoclal con-1
per loch In length of column
tracte m a· le with local, tr&n aient ami yearly
advertisers.
—

J

New type, fast press**, electric
Job Pmsrrixo
power, experience 1 workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our bust-1
ness

I considered

Paris Hill.

FORBES,

Proprietor».

Atwwu.

wu

__
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A Τ WOOD

West Pari·.

Bethel.

complete and popular.

(left
I her

but

ohild, Ralph Chapman,
large family of children.
ia the neat sign over the
Inn
Maple
I new hotel on Main Street, once the
| "Woodbury property." Mr. and Mre.
I Kilgore met with good success as boat
land hostees at Poplar Tavern and we
I feel sure they will be eucceasful in

of

one

I Bethel.

Backftel*.

annual

lir. and Mra. J. C.

Withlngton (pent

I Junday with relative· in Portland.
Mr. Benj. Spaulding, Jr., went to
I

Portland Saturday, returning Monday

nornlng.

I week

land

land
I
I

]

I

ΙH

I

the|

I

(benefit
j
j

J

»

I

Ibut

frizes,

■

I

I

I
11

—

for Practical Gifts

Suggestions

Umbrellas for Women
Umbrellas for Men

Separate

Umbrellas for Children

Separate

Cloth Coats

1912.

Information concerning literature on j
the subject may be obtained from the j
Silk Waists
secretary or from Alice May Douglas,
Bath.

Children's Rubberized

SAVED HIS PIPE'S LIFE.
wife would have been in her

Children's Kimonos

*

of
grave to-day," writes Ο. H. Brown
Mnscadine, Ala., "if it had not been for

She was
Dr. King's New Discovery.
down In ner bed, not able to get up with·
out help. She had a severe bronchial

Silk Dresses

and she soon began to mend, and was
well in a short time." Infallible for
coughs and colds, it's tbe most reliable
remedy on earth for desperate lung

Kimonos

Wool Dress Patterns
Silk Waist Patterns

Silk Hosiery

Are you

All Merchandise of

folks are well taken care of
in
sixteen
in
pages of the newest effects
Winter garments of all descriptions.
FREE copies to ALL who caU at our

Bags

•tore.

two

good

ox

Children's Knit Sets
d1il<irerl*e ]Tur Sets
Children's Coats

Dependable

Reasonably

Kinds and

Priced

Some are but plainly
And here you will find a LARGE assortment of real pretty Handkerchiefs.
are
At every price, from 5c to the
kinds
here.
of
number
trimmed.
lace
and
Any
others elaborately embroidered
Men.
Many are
higher priced ones. We have a most pleasing variety for Ladies, Misses, Children and Men and Young

TRANSPORTATION OF SCHOLARS.

You never can make a mistake in

in pretty boxes.

transportation for the winter term beginning Jan. P. are solicited on the following
trips: Bolster District to village schools; Hall
Pond to village schools; Tubus to King, and
Mountain to King.
Any Information In regard to these trips may
be bad by applying to Superintendent of Schools.
Bids are to b» sealed, and to be sent to superintendent by Dec. 33rd.
The School Board reserves ths right to reject
any or all bids.
H. C. KNIGHT,
50-51
Secretary of School Board.
Bide

ιΓιβ

Dainty Handkerchiefs Make Daintiest Gifts
hemstitched,

teamsters, at

Β. Y. RUSSELL,
South Paris.

51

ο·.

Gloves for auother,
Mothers like ao many things that we can't begin to mention them all. Handkerchief· (or one,
or play, an Umbrella sbs cao call
for
work
of
Scissors
a
Neck
Piece,
handsome
of
pair
course,
Hosiery and Underwear,
or Waist, any one of wbicb
her own, a box of Writing Paper, some of the Novelties that are appropriate, a Suit, Drees
most
would be
acceptable.
Just right closed, it's short.
CHRISTMAS UMBRELLAS, "The India," it's new. Just right open, it's larger.
out. The little umbrella with a 15IG
NO MORE broken or rusty ribs; double strength frame. WILL NOT turn inside
than the ordinary kicdi.
SPREAD. More style. More strength. Less breakage. More protection and costs no more

WANTED !
once.

Fancy Embroidered

Desirable Gifts for Mother

A TERRIBLE BLUNDER

or

Nefldle
W orK
Art N
θβαΐθ Work

Dainty Fancy Articles All Useful and Pretty

Counters of

to neglect liver trouble. Never do it.
Take Dr. King's New Life Pills on the
first sign of
constipation, biliousness or
inaotive bowels and prevent virulent indigestion, jaundice or gall atones. They
regulate liver, atomach and bowels and
build up your health. Only 25c. at C.
H. Howard Co.'a pharmacy.

One

drees a doll for your

to

Tyhe ô^der

e

Neckties

manufactured by the company

going

little one's Xmas ?
Get THE STANDARD FASHION
SHEET FOR DECEMBER and see how

step-ladders, clothes dryers,
ironing boards and other useful household furniture, are set up and assembled
ready for use.
as

Napkins

Dress Goods

Neck Mufflers

are

Sleeping Garment*

Linen Huck Toweling

A new factory has been built at Skowhegan. This factory is the finishing
house of the novelties manufactured in
the old R. L. Mitchell mill. The building Is of wood, 80 feet long and 40 feet
wide and three stories high. It employe
30 new hands and adds much to Skowheganas the entire force Is of Skowhegan
people. In the new building tbe articles

that

Children's

Linen Towels

trouble, hemorrhage·, lagrlppe, asthma,
hay, fever, croup and whooping cough. Gloves
50c., $1.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by the Chas. H. Howard Co.
Neck Scarfs

such

Outing Gowns

Linen

Wool Dresses
trouble and a dreadful cough. I got her
a bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,

Hand

Children's

Linen Damask

Lingerie Waists

"My

Capeg

Infants' Wear

Tailored Waists

on

giving

Handkerchiefs.

Just Received-New

Lingerie Waists

The Waists are the
We think this is a very remarkable offering of pretty new Waists at a most opportune time.
98c
to
from
sleeve
effects.
Priced
$4.98 each.
in
and
short
trimmed
lung
Daintiest Lace and embroidered
styles,

Gift Books for Boys and Girls

Books printed on good quality paper with good clear type and nicely bouud.
books from well known authors. Priced 25 aud 50 cents.

FOR SALE.
horses, weighing
Price for the pair $200, or

Pair of black

the assortment will be found

Among

Our Pre-Holiday Mark-Down Sale of Women's Fine
All Wool Suits at January Sale

2500.
will sell the horses separately.
A. N. CAIRNS,
South Paris.
49tf

Prices Now in Progress.

ΝΟΤ19Ε.

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
LKOS E. NOYES,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
in
To the creditors of Ι.ι-οη E. Noyes,
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 16th day of
Dec., A. D. 1911, the said Leon E. Noyes
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, 8outh Paris,
on the 3d day of Jan.. A. D. 1912, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor*
may attend, prove their claims, appoint u
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paru, Dec. 16.1911.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy

This sale should be of much interest to the Ladies of Norway and vicinity.

J

Suits that have been $18.00, $19.00 and $21.00, now $1J 00

Suits that have been $15.00 and $10 50, now $10.50.

OPEN EVENINQS-Our store will be open evenings from Dec. 18 to 23, inclusive
The One Price Cash Store

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.
Norway, Maine

CHRISTMAS
Is almost here.

Our

new

and beautiful line of Holiday Goods, full

of the choicest selections for the Christmas Trade, is

ready

now

for your inspection and approval. We have made every effort to
have this year's stock the most desirable we have ever shown.
Our store is filled with gifts, both useful and ornamental, and
suitable for young and old.

PERFUMES

BOOKS
published at standard prices.
popular copyrights at 50c each.

The latest

the

most

Books for

Hudnut, Palmer, Rieger, Colgate
fancy packages and in bulk.

The best odors from

of all kinds.

Boys and Girls.

A

big

assortment

Harmony

of

in

FOUNTAIN

A fine line at 25c each.

Waterman's Ideal.

Children's Books in cloth and paper.

$2.50

Poems and Gift Books.

to

Other

$6.00.

The best made.

good

and

PENS
Plain

makes 75c and

or

Gold mounted,

$1.00.

GOODS

LEATHER

A fine assortment of Hand Bags, Wallets, Purses, Dressing
Cases, Music Rolls, Medicine Cases, Vanities, Cigar Cases, Etc.

—

wo^ld

27,

fa

—

Thought

Have You

j

II

'la

— —

Shopping
Only Six Days Left for Christmas
of It?
Some

July,

& CO

4 Ζ. 8. PRIHCE)
( SUCCE880B8 TO β. Β.

\ DUUViJMwv·—

The Rebekah lair and «upper Wedneawaa a very successful affair,
Treasurer—Jesse Howe.
kn excellent «upper was «erred from
Secretary—freeman L. Wyman.
Ire-thirty to «even o'clock. Fancy
tiate Keeper—Welter Llttlehile.
Cere·—Lena Bubler.
trtlclea, home made candie* met with
Pomona—Abble Penley.
ι ready «aie, and a booth presided over
Flora—Emma Berry.
jy Misa Higg« of the vegetable patch
L. A. Steward—Emily Tuell.
ira· orowded with eager bayera and the Statea.
Chorister— Mr». John Wood.
Three prlzea of seventy-five, fifty and
Librarian—Clayton Churchill.
entire «took of vegetable· waa diapoaed
The program for the next meeting I· to < >f in abort order. A abort entertainment twenty-five dollar· will be given for tbe
be an old faahloned lyceum.
Question, iraa given followed by a dance. About three beat eaaaya in both aeta.
Contest cloaea March 1,1912.
Resolved that the United State· ia juetl- ;hirty-aeven dollars waa cleared.
Conditions of tbe contest:
fled in acquiring the Philippine·. AfThe junior exhibition at Odd Fellowa'
Eaaaya must not exceed 5,000 words (a : A Nice Set of Furs
firmative, P. L·. Wyman, A. J. Abbott. Ball Friday evening ahowed careful and
deNegative, Ε. E. Pield, E. P. Barrow·. palnataking preparation and reflected length of 3,000 words is suggested aa
Editor of tbe paper, Clayton Churchill. ;reat credit on both acbolara and teach- eirable), and muat be written, preferably I
Muff
Reading, Mrs. John Wood.
Reading, »r«. The program conaUted of readinga in typewriting, on one aide only of paper,
least
at
of
a
with
10
a
8
ζ
the
class
and
margin
of
members
Mies Emily Tuell.
Inobea,
presentaby
Mr. and Mr·. Albert Bowker of Bryant tion of the casket scene from The Mer- 114 inches. Manuscripts not easily
Neck Piece
Pond were tbe guests laat Snnday of chant of Venice, all of which was excel- legibl^will not be considered.
not
must
apThe name of the writer
Mrs. Bowker'· parent·, Mr. and Mrs. E. lently done. The usual danoe followed
be ac- Fur Coat
D. Stilwell. Mr. and Mrs. Bowker took the exhibition.
pear on tbe esaay, which ahould
the
writer's
a
letter
giving
the opportunity to enjoy the beautiful
Mra. Jamea Ε Packard and son of companied by
weather by walking here from Bryant Philadelphia are with Mr. and Mr·. J. F. oume, school, and home address, and, Fur Lined Coate
Fern Andrews, !
Pannie
Packard. Mr. Packard is stationed at Rent to Mrs.
Pond, a distance of seven miles.
Peace |
School
Charles Meader and Mis· Ina Nutting the U. S. Arsenal there. Mr. Beadle of Secretary American
of Auburn were the recent guests of Mr. 3&nford, a nephew of Mr. Packard, has League, 405 Marlborough Street, Boston, | Plush Lined Coats
also been here.
and Mrs. Levi Shedd.
Mais., not later than Marob 1, 1912.
Mr. Merritt and family have returned Exsays should be mailed fiat (not rolled.) ι Coats with Fur Collars
School will clove Thursday for tbe
The award of tbe prize will be made
From Hoopeston, III., and moved into
Christmas recess.
at tbe annual meeting of the League in
Damon house.
of Oorbam, the rent in the
Mrs. Nellie

lay night

Mrs. J. G. Gehring is spending the
in Boston.
Single copiée of Tub Kkmocka γ are four cento
each They will t>e mailed on rei-elplof price by
Snow began falling Thursday evening
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
four
inches bave fallen.
single copies of each Issue have been placed on
I The Academy Herald is just issued
sale at the following places In the County
is of unusual interest.
Howard's Drug Store.
ûouth Paris,
ShurtlelTs Drug Store.
The game of basket ball between
StoreNoyes Drug
Norway,
Gould Academy and the town team restone's Drug Store.
suited in favor of Gould.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Buckdeld,
to eight p. m.
Mrs Harlow, Post Office.
Paris Hill.
The shops are all decorated for CbristCharles B. Andrews is adding a largt
Samuel T. White.
West Parts,
Stanley
Parquhar
I mas and all of the stores have a good
wide piazza to the north and west sides
The funeral of Mra. Lizzie J. Packard
Ν. H., is tbe guest of ber daughter, Mrs.
I
of Christmas goods.
of bis house which will greatly improve variety
the home of her brother,
held
from
and
iras
Charles
Curtis
family.
I The Sunday Sohool Christmas trees
Coming Events.
it* appearance and comfort.
Tbe Little Giant Lighting Plant has E. G. Smith, where she died after a short
will be Saturday evening and the concert*
Tbe Baptist Sunday School will cele
been installed in the Odd Fellows1 build- illness. Mrs. Packard was sixty-eight
I will be held Sunday evening.
Jan 2, 3, t.—Third annual exhibition of Western brate Christina* eve next
Saturday even
ing and is receiving much favorable fears old and is survived by a husband,
Maine Poultry Association, South Paris.
the
ing at 7:30 o'clock. Exercises by
four sons, who all lire in this town, one
comment.
and
recitations
of
children, consisting
Dec. 10th was the birthday of Rev. J.
NEW ADVEKTlSKMKNTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day entertained tbe laughter, Mra. Howe of Rumford, two
to
bim
music. All are cordially Invited
Little and his friends favored
par
Happy Go Lucky Club Tuesday evening. brothers and one aiater. Rer. Mr. Lamb
I with a shower of birthday greetings by Only members of tbe club were present sonducted the serrice and the burial wae
tlcipate in the good time.
ideal Christmas Suggestions.
Six Days Left for Christmas Shopping
I postals. The shower began Saturday as it was a farewell party given Mrs. C. In the Damon Cemetery.
HAKTBIDGK DISTRICT.
Glad Tidings.
I morning and lasted some days. Friends H. Bates, who will leave Saturday for
We've Got It.
Mrs. Nettie Barrett and son Wendell lia New Hampshire as well as Maine had Florida to join her husband, who is
West Sumner.
Trunks. Hags and Suit Cases.
who have been visiting her parents, Mr I had a wonderful faculty of remembering
one Day Only.
tbe winter there. First prizes
attended the Pythian
spending
Charles
Ryerson
Christinas shopping Headquarters
and Mrs. Win. Mason, while ber hus- I the date.
Mr. Little ia 68.
were won by Clarence E. Stearns and
Jubilee at Lewiaton this week.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
been
in
Dr
has
James
band,
Barrett,
Miss
Mabel
Miss
of
Notice
Ricker; coneulation,
Bankruptcy.
John Heald, who has been ill with a
MIDDLE INTEBVALE.
Useful Gifts for Christmas.
King's Hospital. Portland, for appen
Elinor Η. Tuell and Bert Day. Light ievere cold, is slowly gaining.
Dr. AtWanted.
diciti*, have gone to Carroll King's it I Quite a snow the 15th inst.
refreshments were served.
wood has been oalled.
tbe Mountain District for a visit, as Mr
Christmas is near.
Christmas will be observed at the Uniare
Christmas goods
being diaplayed
Mere and There.
Have vou spoken wont· of comfort
Barrett, who is much better, is stopping j
versalist church by a Christmas tree and In the atorea.
To the weary on life's way ?
there for a short time before returning 1
social Friday afternoon in Good Will
in
December is
warm
weather
Such
Ο the need of kind word· spoken
!
EIall for the small children of the SunNow tbat thin homely McVimara case to their home in Cumberland.
waa a record
To eome »ad one while you may
Monday
unprecedented.
list
tbe
on
sick
is
Mrs. Clara Ryerson
is a closed book, what, after all. is
day School, which includes beginners, breaker with a temperature of 64 about
A God-given talent should be used to
S «veral from here went to help at tbt
and intermediate classes. The noon.
most unpleasant feature of it? Various
in the primary
whether
our
fellow-men,
13th.
Falls
tbe
at
wreck
Snow's
children and their mothers are invited
Winslow Bisbee recently cleared his
thing· have come in for comment and
or oratory,
or just a
I
musical
ha*
Paris
capacity,
Wheeler
of
South
Alton
C.
terrorism
and
m. to 4:30.
from
2
p.
criticism: the violence
Friday evening at orchard of brown-tail moths. He dekind word spoken in the right way and 7:30 there will be a Christmas tree and
and
Farrar
the
Harrison
of
the
place
foundation
case;
bought
the
which were
stroyed 299 nests. Two years ago be
I
social for all older members and friends found about fifty nests and last year
the fact that the endeavor to try the two men with their families have moved place.•
8o many thought·, so many creeds,
there to cut the lumber.
and a cordial invitation is extended to nearly a hundred, and thin year about
men came very near provint; oar judicial
I
So many way· that wind and wind,
Mrs A. G. Cusbman and daugbtei
all who care to put present· on the tree 300. This shows bow rapidly they are
W bile i uet the art ot being kind
procedure and our system of trial by
visiting hei
le all this ead world need·.'
and enjoy the social. Sunday morning increasing.
jury a failure; the attempts to bribe I Irma of Bethel have been
Mrs. Wm. Mason, foi
On our way to the village the 14th inst. there will be an appropriate sermon by
Mr. Walker of Buckfield runs a fish
jurors; even the perhaps pardonable lo- parents, Mr. and
we met Dr. Wight, who said our dear the pastor, also exercises in the Sunday cart here once a week.
quacity of Detective Burns; and finally, tbe past week.
bavi
Henry Cummings and family
A. O. Farrar and Emery Ryerson went
many have complained bitterly because
brother, H. A. Packard, was sick with School and Sunday evening there will be
a Christmas service at tbe Y. P. C. U.
the McXamaras, while knowing they moved to South Paris.
I pneumonia.
to the scene of the disaster on the Grand
were guilty, exercised every man's priviI Lillian Buck Is now at her parental meeting. To all these Christmas exer- Trunk Wednesday.
Hast Sumner.
her sister cises the public are cordially invited.
home on Swan Hill, and
There Will be a social dance in the hall
lege of pleadiug not guilty, and thus
arrivée
of
Butler
Jackman
John
Rev
Really,
I Gladys is finishing the school up Sunday
Holmes violin;
"deceived" their supporters.
Monday evening, Dec. 25, tbe Meth- Wednesday evening.
witl
week
his
and
last
feature
worst
will
pastorate
began
II River that Lillian would have taught odist and Baptist Sunday School·
none of these things is the
Mrs. P. G. Barrett piano.
on
church
the
Sunday
most
a
tree
in
and
discouraging
Congregational
unite
Christmas
exercise·
of the case. The
for the unfortunate injury by being
Miaa Beulah Robbing la having the
thre< 11
at the Methodist chapel.
thrown from a carriage.
measles. Dr. Atwood has been called
thing about it is the way the case was so His family consisting of a wife and
and at last accounts she was very comgenerally prejudged from the day the daughters are occupying the parsonage
Carey Stevens is logging on the old
Oxford.
McXamara* were arrested. Thousands The first pastor of the church was Rev I Farwell lot, and also doing some work
fortable. Her annt, Mra. Maud Day, of
There was a large attendance at the West Paris, Is here for a few days to
of people have held them to be guilty, Samuel Sewall who began bis pastora Ion wood for A. M. Certer.
and would doubtless have maintained work on Dec. 1st, 1811, just a ceutun
Ned Carter is logging In New Hamp- conundrum supper, given by the ladiee help care for her.
of tbe Relief Corps, Dec. 8, and a pleasthat same opinion whatever had been ago. During this time tbe church ha 11 »hire.
The ladies of the Unirersalist Ladies'
the outcome. On the other hand, many had twelve pastors, not including tbosi 'I
Frank Osgood is working on the Lar- ant evening was enjoyed by all.
Aid will serve a dinner in the restry
Mrs. Fred Webber of Ncrth Jay has Wednesday, Dec. 20
more thousands, because the McNamaras who bave supplied less than two years I ter farm.
A full attendance
Tbeir names were, Sewall, Hackett, Wtl I
were connected with a labor orgauiza
Relatives coming home at Christmas been visiting ber parents, Mr. and Mr·. is desired as the candy baits for the
Rice
of
ley. Maxwell, Hutchinson, Loring,
tion, have regarded the case as a part
Eliphalet Verrill.
Christmas tree will be made that day.
; I as usual.
The Oxford Division. Sons of Temperthe contest between capital and labor, Hibbard. Davies, Miller, Muttart anc I
School is being taught here by Mollie
Elaborate preparations are being made
of
the
Eaton.
With
:
Lorinf
with
held
their
annual
hastened
exception
unseemly speed
and have
I Stanley. This is a very small school ance,
supper Thursday for Christmas. The Unirersalists, BapTh<
named
are
last
the
tbat
the
belief
living.
eight
14.
their
Dec.
the
with
to proclaim loudly
'land should be united
tiste and Harmony Club bare united and
graded evening,
The ladies of tbe M. E. circle met it will be a union concert and tree. The
were innocent—and tbat without church during the century has built am
men
school at Bethel Hill. A visit in the
ant
11 room taught by Miss Richardson was with Mrs. Martha Holden Wednesday.
knowing or cariug about the evidence in occupied three houses of worship
concert will be held in the Unlversalist
Tbe junior class of Oxford High School church tbia year. The stage for the rethe case. Until people can learn to provided three parsonages. Up to 18SJ 'I proof of its being a first-class room for
bave some degree of open-mindedness, the Sunday services were held in tbi 11 children of that grade to attend. She will have a 10 cent sociable Friday even- hearsing of dialogues baa already been
and wait for the evidence before return- churches on "Sumner Hlil," so called I has a natural capacity for teaching, and ing, Dec. 15, in their school room. A built.
that date at East Sumner. Thi
marked difference from one who does short programme will be given and ice
ing a verdict, of what value is "public Siuce
familiar names of Hersey, Keen, Sewall I not like to teach and
Denmark.
only does it for the cream and cake on sale.
opinion"?
tha
and
others
Cusbman
Cobb, Stetson,
I money.
Perley French went to Falmouth ForeMr. Roy Leeman is running a saw mill
were promiuent attendants in the earlic
"O'er wayward childhood wouldet thou hold side last week where he bas employ- for Charles Hill.
The Republican national convention
tlrm rule,
days, have become almost extinct ii 11
ai» nt for a short time.
will meet in Chicago on the ISth of next town. "Tbe fathers—where are they— I Ami sun thee In the light ot happy face·,
Dudley Perkins has killed two fire
Floyd Wardwell had his foot quite months old pigs that dressed 900 pounds.
June. This was decided at the meeting and tbe prophets, do they live forevei?' I Love, Hope and Patience, theee muet be thy
haHly crushed wbile working for Frank
Mrs. Malrina Head, mother of Mr.
of the national committee in Washing- "One generation passeth awav and an And
thine own heart, let them flr»t keep Spiller of Otisfield, and is obliged to go
James Head, died the 7th inst., being
ton last week. Ex-Governor John F. other cometb." Yet the world moves I
school."
on crotches.
ab<<ut
the oldest person in this town, 94 years
Hill of Maine is chairman of the national and with it the marvelous strides ii 11
A call at the store of Ceylon Rowe &
C. T. Wardwell is taking a trip to
old.
committee, and will serve in that ca- science, education, and social and men Son
was proof that a country
in the interests of the G. A. R.
recently
Bangor
Mrs. George W. Gray is spending a few
pacity until the candidates for president tal development. It is well at times t( store can be furnished up-to-date city
Mrs. Lina Carr bas closed her house
in Portland.
and vice-president are nominated.
recall the past "days of yore," but w< >1 style with interesting Christmas goods here and is at the Columbia Hotel in daye
The fire which destroyed the store of
have uo desire to "yore" them ovei Ls can be found anywhere outside of Portland for the winter.
Mr. Joseph Clement at Brownfield MonWe must live and act in tbi >1 U»l)>ol
Union service will be held on ChristThere is decided interest in the rumor again.
day erening was plainly seen from here.
mas and preparations for the same have
that two alieuists in the employ of the present, aud let us be thankful tbat it it
Mr. Clement will resume hia trips with
West Bethel.
United States government have been at so.
begun.
the grocery cart through this place, Dec.
durSandford
of
•'Slowly now the year le dying while the star
Shiloh quietly observing
Hersey Guild met with Mies Lillian 28th.
Hebron
evening shine*.
Andrews.
ing the period between his conviction
Messrs. Cobb & Small are getting
Hie requiem 1·sighing through the lonely mounthas
to
hei
returned
Glover
Miss
Ellen
orThe
sentence.
of
and the fixing
Roy Edwards has moved a building ready for a logging job on South Road.
ain pine»;
to regard teaching in Bucktield after two weeks
murmur of the wave· upis
inclined
1*
saduessln
the
There
home
farm
to
a
on
the
from
his
location
dinary layman
on the shore,
outlet of Lake Thompson, whioh he inSandford as a sort of monomaniac, and vacation.
Peru.
Mrs. Mvra Davenport, who has beei For they know he Is departing, to return ah, tends to ht
as events have proved, a dangerous one.
up for a summer camp.
nevermore !
W. H. Conant of East Livermore and
for somi
with
her
Mrs.
sister,
Gilman,
a
mty
Relief
tbat
The
officers
elect
of
the
seems
kindly
government
It
Corps bia
When the early flowers blossomed, he was
to Hopedale, Mass
daughter, Mrs. Nelly Ames of Liverare as follows:
desire to relieve him from the penalty of time, has gone home
strong and hrave and young.
more Falls, have been tbe guests of J. E.
Frank Pike has been here from Port When the summer fruits were glowing and the
bis doings, but it is doubtful if Saudford
I'reu —Slbble Hanecom.
Cod ad t and H. E. Stillman the past
summer minstrels suug,
S. V. 1'.—liattie Cha<l bourne.
would gladly accept it. A few years in land on a visit.
week.
J. V. P.—Martha Holden.
Mrs. Tilden was in Lewiston thi: I.ike a king, in rotas oc splendor, did be elt on
a martyr may in his view seem
as
Hutumn's
throne.
prison
Treae.—Georgia Cash.
Miss Stella Oetchell of East Hebron,
But his pomp has all departed, he Is left to die
Chap.—Ella Edward*.
preferable to confinement in an institu- weak.
where she has been attending school,
Oscar Harrows of South Paris was th»
alone.
Con.—Abble Lovejoy.
tion for the insane for an indefinite
Guard—Clar* Warren.
■topped off at Peru to visit her grandguest of E. S. Dunham Tuesday.
He has brought uncounted treasures to the
period.
Color Bearer»— M arv Frost, Mary Koblnson, mother, Mrs. Η. E. Stillman, before prodwellers of the earth,
Dr. Tilden went to Portland Wedoee
Acute Kldeo, Ida Davis.
to
altar
and
and
fond
affections
the
to Dallas to visit her father and
lirlglit hopes
day.
Delegates—Etta Curtis, ilarcla Cooke, Carrie ceeding
the hearth ;
mother during vacation.
How an "ideal" license law "take* the
Tbonias.
J. F Moody is at home for a shor
He has twined the orange blossoms for many a
is
Lulu
Alternate*—Caroline
of
Stone,
out
Carman,
ap- time from his tishing trip.
politics"
Quite a number from (his section atsentie hea l,
liquor question
Robinson.
He has laid, on speak It softly, burial flowers Mary
tended Pomona at Canton on the 13th.
Miss Ε U S'urtevant has kddi> to Au
parent in the recent municipal elections
τι.»
a
*.
«.ill
o'er the dead.
in Massachusetts cities, where the lead- burn and intends going to Woodfordi
He It fading, he Is passing; when the Christmas worked on a class of five candidates in
East Waterford.
log issue was license or no license, aud later on.
yule-log glows,
Oxford Grange Saturday evening, Dec.
not the personality or the political comHebron Grange held au all day meet When
Leroy M. Sanderson, who was operatIts lights and garlands glisten, and the
16.
wassal! cup o'ertlows.
ed upon at tbe C. M. O. Hospital the
plexion of the city governments.
log Wednesday.
Georgia Dunbar has been visiting rela- 3th, is doing finely. The trouble proved
The academy school closes to-day Out In the lonesome forest 'noaththe sky's broad
azure dome,
to be gall stones.
Thursday, for the holiday vacation. AI The Old Year will be passing to hie eternal tives in Mechanic Falls.
The w<>rld do move. Although they
A large display of Christmas goods
home."
students are expected back Jan. 2d.
Edwin Pride of Naples is building a
new
say it'· hard (or an old dog to learn
have appeared In some of our stores.
jhimney for Pride Brothers.
tricks, the editor of the Belfast Journal
East Bethel.
The schools in this town will close
L. E. Mclntire was in Orono last week
bas bought a typewriter.
Can this month really be December?
Miss Kena George is teaching the win
Friday, Dec. 15th, for a two weeks1 va- ittending tbe meeting of the Maine Live
There will be a Christmas ball in cation.
(N. B.—Only those who are somewhat ter term of school here and boarding
Stock Breeders1 Association.
familiar with Brother Filsbury's hand with Mrs.
Swett's Hall on the evening of the 25th.
Frank Millett has taken a job of J. E.
Guy Bartlett.
Pleasant
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a
writing can fully appreciate the foreLake.
fair,
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the
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Norway
Mr. ZMclntire to get off timber. He is a
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,
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going paragraph.)
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mill
from
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able
Pansy blossomR and violet buds just hustler and already has fifty thousand
bis home farm here for operation· tbii Thursday.
ready to blossom were picked in our landed.
Another social dance was held in
of
DixâeltJ
Durrell
winter
Mr.
Chaa.
The violets oame
Tbe corn shop stock holders held angarden Dec. 11th.
"Aziscohos dam" and "Sawyer L ike"
He baa several choppers at wurl Swett's Hall laat Saturday evening, and from California originally.
Dther meeting at tbe school house the
are the names put by the Lewiston Jour- sawder.
attended.
all are well
on his and has purchased different tim
Charles F. Partridge of Rochester, )th. It was decided to give the oompany
nal on the artificial barrier and ihe
Not many more summer-like day· can Ν.
Y., whs here Dec. 13th to see his tbe name of McWain Packing Co.
artificial lake created by it on the Ma- ber lots In this vicinity.
this
for
winter
be
fall,
expected
begins mother, Mrs. Cynthia Partridge.
Mrs. Ο. E. Jones has moved to Han
S. S. Hall has had to lay away both
galloway Kiver—one of the great-st over to spend the winter.
next Friday.
Mrs. J. L. Partridge is still quite work horses he has bad so many years,
feats of its kind in the country. Now
with
tive
hired
G.
Daua
Morrill,
men,
friend
her
Miss Eva Bean entertained
bis fall.
poorly.
we must hnmhly protest, and iusist that
is cutting and yarding the pine lumber
Miss Edith Kimball, last week.
The mumps are with us yet, but
"Sawyer dam" and Aziscohos Lake" are
which
he
the
lot
H.
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Sbaw
of
bought
to
t<
Etta
Bean
has
Mrs.
Norway
school bas closed, and we hope there
gone
The lake, even
Maine News Notes.
the proper terms.
A. Cross last spring.
will be no new cases.
dressmaking.
though the Indians never knew It, should doMr
of
South
Paris
has
Charles
,
Burgees
wai
K.
G.
and
Mr·.
Hasting·
have a musical Indian name, as do so
During tbe bunting season which
called to S >uth Paris last week by tb< been huntiDg for deer in this vicinity
Rumford.
large a number of the other lakes in the death of their niece, Mis· Eulalia Millett Hcverai day*, but returned to bis home
:losed Friday night, fourteen men and
immense
On the other hand, that
state.
Mrs.
woman's
Bible
Lottie
The
class,
>oys and one girl were killed by aeciAlder River Grange held their annua Tuesday without seeing one.
and well planned structure of cmcre'e
Noel
Charles
"Uncle Jones Ellingwood president, held their lent. Three of these were mistaken for
Douglass,
Dec. 8, as follows:
is a suitable monument to bear the name election
at
the
social
Methodist
of
Charlie,"
Brooklyn, Ν. Y., has my monthly
deer, and two or three others were
Master—J. H. Swan.
and be
of it· builder, Walter H Sawyer,
thanks for a nicely bound volume of bis parsonage Monday evening, Dec. 11, and founded but not killed by tbe eame
"
Overseer—U. C. Foster.
Perhaps it
known as "Sawyer dam
a
Lecturer—Mrs. May E. Kimball.
occasion.
A
work
The
deserves
a
sale.
very pleasant
big
enjoyed
Estimates of tbe game are 10,000
irror.
poems.
created
Stewnnl—E S. Beau.
may be said that Sawyer having
The time for killing deer expired Fri- fine entertainmeut was given and light leer and 300 mooae.
Asst. stewanl—Russell Swan.
the lake, is entitled to have his name atserved.
were
refreshments
now
aud
can
come
forth
they
boldly
day
Chaplain—Mrs. Nina Swan.
Another name was added to the castached to it, but the above suggestions
The Queen B«thers with their gentleTreasurer—Mrs. May H. Farwell
from their biding places in the tbiokets,
liât after the olose of tbe hunting
are made as putting the names in their
Sec-etary—Mrs. Lizzie C. Bartlett.
lalty
summer paths without men friends enjoyed a "Rag Social" at
aud
follow
their
Uato Keeper—Mr. Frank Bsan.
Elmer Hall of Searamont,
appropriate places.
the Methodist parsonage
fear of rides and red bate.
Wednesday leason, when
Cere»—Mrs. May L. Hastings.
of age, was found dead in the
Flora—Mr·. Carrie M. Bartlett.
evening. Games were played and pop ,9 years
roods Saturday. He left home Friday
Pomona—Mr*. D. C. Foster
corn and milk for refreshments.
Greenwood.
And there are still some, even in the
La ly Λ set. Stewant—Miss Ethel Cole.
local ο go hunting, and as he did not return,
Rev. William H. Taylor, a
Plsnlst—Miss Ella Farwell.
United States, who believe the Maine
Sylvester Cole bas finally concluded
conducted services at Virginia earch was made, and he was found with
was blown up from 'ho inside, in spite
Installation will be first regular meeting his trade with the Ray brothers of Bos- preacher,
Sabbath afternoon. He also con- ι bullet hole in his neck.
chapel
of the official report to the contrary.
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the
of
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bought
ton,
place
brother,
the Christian Endeavor prayer
It is reported that a big concern which
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Swan were chosei Ransom Cole, at the Center, near the ducted
meeting in the evening.
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a Christmas concert Sabwill
be
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Proper Function of the College.
imusement devices Is to build a $200,000
held at Lewiston.
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an
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a
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ing following
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rill be a six-story fireproof brick facgood trade.
exercises at the Methodist church.
American Magazine, aud a well known
ory, with other smaller stmotures, with
Christmas will soon be here, and oui
Mr. French and bride of North Norwriter, has frankly expressed her views •tores are beginning to aseume a holiday
possibility of a large inorease of cawho were married Thanksgiving
way,
on modern education for publication in
North Buckfleld.
>acity in tbe futnr·.
had their reception at the City hall
day,
appearance.
the Yale News as follows:
Miss Amy Turner begun teaching the
Prank Camming· and son Chester ο laat Saturday evening and a good time
A three and one-half pound son was
"I should like college to turn out Gilead are In town for a few
No report waa made of winter term of school in this plaoe Deo. >orn to Mr. and Mrs. Riobard Perkins
was eojoyed.
day·.
young men full of idealism, but sound
visitée
Cullen Swift of Massachusetts
the present· brought in, but probably 4th.
if Skowhegan. It's their 13th baby, too.
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not
melodramatic,
idealism,
Miss Isabel Benson of Hebron was at ["hey have been married but 15 years,
bis mother, Mr·. Ann Libby, last week the usual amonnt. The bride was a
withal practical enough to be able to reKiizabeth Swift has returned from tbi 1 daughter of Newell and May Cummings B. F. Heald'β for a few days last week. iray rua Mills, however, will not be outlate to life what they have learned. So
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2. The Significance of the Two Hague
Peace Conference·. Open to aeniora in
the aecondary achoola of tbe United
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drawn the
grown-ups
Witches
Millett was 18 years of age, and t ,ou of the special music for the morning
Mies
Watch Chains
Delanobave returnalmost as much as the Santa Claus in
Vest Chaîne
the time of an attack of appendioi· β srvice is as follows, with other to be I
until
Neck Chains and Lockets
the other window did the children, is a tis some time
ed from a most pleasant visit ο
Coat Chains
since, had been a member a dded:
a
and about Bob
Gold Head·
one
lay figure wearing the rich costume of the class of 1911 in tbe high school, g tiout the Glad Tidings
Fobs
Adams weeks with relatives in
Dressier ton.
Brooch Pin», '!·'» cents to 12 50
worn by Mile. Scalar as Eisa in LohenScarf Pine, 25 cents to |3.00
J
but was obliged at that time to drop out jj he Message of Peace
S pence
1 he Hush of Night hue Fallen,
Collar Pins, 25 cents to $2 a pair
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grin.
Necktie Clasps
of school. She was a member of the
CHOIB.
Belt I'los
several days with hie father and mother, j
Cuff Buttons
Justice* for the terms of Supreme Methodist church, taught a class in the
2
A.
Clark.
this
Bracelets
oprano—Miss Ruby
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Twombly,
Emblem Pins and (.'harms
Judicial Court for the year 1912 are primary department of the Sunday ontralto— Mise Helen M. Barnes.
and
Stone
week.
Signet Rings
Silver and Plated Match Safes
enor—Howard W. Shaw.
assigned. For Oxford County these School, was especially active in the Ep- ιΕ lass—
Thimbles
are:
Sliver
Officers of Norway Grange
George A. Brlggs.
Silver Pocket Nail Files
assignments are: March term at South worth League, and a member of the l rganlst— Mrs. Cora
S. Brlggs.
Silver Manicure Sets
M.-H. D. Smith.
Crocker Fountain Pens
Paris, Judge George F. Haley; May term Delta Alpha·. She was of a sonny die·
Buck.
W.
O.—C.
be
will
a supthere
assoevening
with
her
favorite
a
C.
Leslie
and
Monday
Cornish; poeitioo,
at Rutnford, Judge
L.—W. O. Perry.
S.—R. Jackson.
UUI mass, uiima, auu onverwaic.
October term at South Paris, Judge A. ciate*. Besides her parents, she leaves ; er for the children of the
short
with
A. 8.—R. Davis.
and
a
Christmas
tree,
Not
Millett.
A.
chool,
Merton
one
brother,
R. Savage.
Morrison.
Chap.—T.
the members of the family, but a £ xercises.
Treas.—G. W. Richardson.
AT
As you have probably seen by this only
Sec—J. A. Roberts.
great many friends, mourn her seemingtime the Seneca Club have placed on
•G. K.-H. C. Oxnard.
death.
untimely
ly
sale at various of the stores the Red
At the Methodist church the order of | Ceres—Mary C. Smith.
Tbe funeral wan held at
Deering
1'omona—Mary A. Oxnard.
session is:
Cross seals. Buy a few for your Christ- Memorial church
at- 8 ervices for the morning
afternoon,
Flora—Eleanor O. Buck.
Friday
tuberLoret
mas packages and help along the
Prelude,
(
L. A. 8.—Mildred Holmes.
>rgan
Mrs.
Kev. T. N. Kewley.
The tended by
* •penlng Response
Glory to God In the
MAINE.
culosis movement in the state.
SOUTH PARIS,
of
two
solos.
children
W. Freeman Lord of Aubarn was with
The
Lorenz
sang
Smiley
Highest
law is such that you can use them any- Miss Uillett's
friends in town last week.
School class, the j post les' Creed.
Sunday
Fearle
where you like on your packages.
them—Break Forth Into Joy
The Tillage schools will close Friday,
girls' choir in which she had sung, the i in
'rayer.
The last of the special meetings at the Kpwortb League, and the Delta Alphas, lesponse—Ο Little Town of Bethlehem... Ne vin Dec. 22, for a short vacation. The win-1
ter term will commence Jan. 2, '12.
Beading.
Baptist church was held Sunday even- attended in a body. Interment was at ] teeponslve
lorla.
The Junior T. P. C. U. elected officers :
J Icrlpture
ing, with a well filled auditorium. Kev. Riverside.
Lesion.
Ashford an follows:
F. M. Lamb of Bucktield gave the ser•ITertory—Ο
Night
Holy
What Red Cross Seals Do.
0 Christmas Belle King Far and
< arol
Pres.—Virginia Mixer.
mon, sod sang a number of solos during
POPULAR
OUR
TO
Simper
Near
Vlce-Pres.—Doris Brooke.
the evening. There was also an afterEvery seal that is sold is a real bullet ermon—The
Wondrous Name.
—Adeline DeCoster.
Sec
vesΐ
These
the
tuberculosis.
in
in
tbe
large
attended
well
Clear,
against
tight
meeting
Treas.—Muriel Ward.
lymn—It Came Upon the Midnight
/ling out, ring long, ye joyous bell
ieuedlctlon.
try. The week of meetings has proved seals last year helped to support thou- ] 'ostlude
Send forth its echoes far anil wide
Mrs. John F. Sampson at the M. C. 6.
Koueseau I
sands of needy tuberculosis patients and
valuable and belpfui.
A gladsome loving message tell
H. at Lewiston is getting along very
to give them a chance for life. They
In the evening a concert will be given ί
To all the world—'lis Christmastide.
There was a wholesale iail delivery
CHRISTMAS bells will soon be
for many
visiting nurses, \ >y the Sunday School, with the follow- nicely.
men who had done provided
nine
when
Friday,
hundreds of thousands of visits j
whose
:
CHRISTMAS cheer they're sweetly
of
og program
Gifts of fine writing paper
sixty days from the October term
Rumford Rumsellers Rounded Up.
brought instruction and cheer to numer- j 'relude—Song of an Angel.
are
court were discharged at one time. This ous
most
CHRISTMAS trees their
Oxof
the
are
among
patients. They helped maintain dis- ] 'recessional—King of Kings.
Deputy Sheriff John J. McNeil
reduced the jail population to the low
in (L>zens of citie* from the I evocation.
ford recently paid a visit to Rumford,
SANTA
from
pensaries
holiwith
train
and
suitable
tesponse.
number of eight, but by the same
Atlantic to ttie Pacific, where many election—Christ le Risen, Choir and Orchestra | and as he was not known to the
oo which the nine left, two more arrived,
of consumptive patients re- Icrlpture Lesson.
after a few days1 stay he had evithousands
there,
day offerings. One of those
KumCall and see what SANTA CLAUS has left in our
in care of Deputy Sheriff N'iles of
dence on the strength of which seven
ceived treatment, aid and advice. They ! loloand Chorus—Bethlehem.
decorated boxes of
for
here
and
and
Orchestra
«lection
Organ
ford. Both were druuks,
millions
them
old
offenders,
means
to
of
the
most
It has become the custom in the last few years to make useful presents
shop of most beautlfal and praotical CHRISTMAS
purchase
provided
liquor sellers,
ielection—O'er Judea's Hills.
the steentb time.
Pastor were arrested.
On hearing in the maniLddress
of copies of circulars, pamphlets and
GIFTS for XMAS 1011.
trade has steadily increased. This year we are
<
and our
The new dam is completed, all cleaned other literature, with which the public MTertng.
cipal court, all the respondents were
Election— Beautiful Song of Christmas.
or
it
was
March
term,
tuberculosis,
to
the
about
After
over
has
been
educated
bound
crew
either
the
gone.
; )rchestra:
up, and
for the largest business we have ever had. Years ago our Christmas busiViolins— Mtss Swott; Geo. Merrill.
finished, and the water had partly filled Ttiev have established and helped to
or one of the many other atpenalty was imposed and an appeal
Clarionet—Sumnur Davis.
The
All furnished bonds.
Christmas Gloves at 50 cente to $1.50
is
entered.
the pond, a place was found where the maintain more than 40 open air schools
Charming
ness was confined to a few Slippers for Men and Women, but now it
Flute—Kav Newton.
tractive "Made in Berkshire"
seven respondents are George Curtis,
water worked through, not in the new for tbe children who needed open air
all prices
Cornet—Lloyd Davis.
Christmas
stock,
g
most
and
Women
for
fancy
Children,
elegant
for
sell
Men,
different. We
holiday
Trombone—Harold Merrill.
boxes of fine
paper
Larry Gregory, Alfred P. Libby, Harry
work, but above it, at the end of the old treatment. These are just a few of tbe
Mrs. Burnham, Organist and Director.
Siddall, Fred Weeks, Emil Perry and
wooden dam, under L. S. Billings' mill. ways in which the 9300,000 received last
colors in Christmas Neckties, 25 cents and 50 cents
be sure to
will
a
million
This
to
was
stop year
year
expended.
Some work will be necessary
Monday evening there will be a supper Fred Bernler.
Our assortment is
Chat np before the water power will dollars is needed. Surely anyone can
or the children of the Sunday Sohool,
Silk Handkerchiefs only 50 cents
least
at
ten
seals.
commission.
in
ind a Christmas tree and social time,
help by buying
Samuel H. Stackpole of Farmington,
again be
We invite your
in newest Christmas Styles at 25 and 50 cents
without exercises.
42 years of age, died Thursday afternoon
which
wave
The warm December
Fire at East Brownfleld.
in the hospital at Lewiston, where he
broke more or less records reached i
Tremendous bargains in Christmas Sweaters, $2 to ffl
At the Baptist church the music at the was rnsbed by special train after reheight Tuesday last, when the coolest
1
Stackat
will
be:
service
Farmington.
injuries
ceiving
Most useful Christmas Umbrellas at 50 cents to 93 00
thermometer to be found, in a shady STORK OF J. K. CLEMENT DE9TKOYKD morning
who was a veteran railroad roan,
Jrgan Prelude.
pole,
PHARMACISTS
MONDAY ΝΙΟ HT.
nook on the north side of buildings,
Stearns was struck
\nthem—That Glorious Song of Old
in fact our whole line is included in our Christmas Sales and we are sure
varieties of Christmas Footwear at all prices
by a locomotive while en■bowed an even 60 degrees. Lilac leaves
Response—Glory to God In tne Highest,
in his duties as station agent. His
gaged
Hanscom
unto
Maine
that you can find here very
presents at reasonable prices. For
mistook the season and started
Christmas Fur Coats from $15.00 to 130.00
Adams left leg was nearly severed and was later
A
building owned and occupied Dffertory—Ο Holy Night
fold, and mnay other sigus of spring were as large
Porter
a
fracturAnthem—Their Message Sweet,
He also received
a merchandise and grain store by J.
Men we have a fine line of dress «hoes for $2.00,
Adams amputated.
The frost came out of the top of
seen.
Anthem—Shout the Glad Tidings
in his death. He
E. Clement at E;ut Bruwntield, was Drgan Poetlude—Festival March
Bead ed skull which resulted
of the ground, and roads and streete
and all kinds of stock. We
surHe
is
and
was prominent in Masonry.
many
burned to the ground Monday night.
Choir:
were one unbroken surface of mud.
It would give us great pleasure to show you
viued by a mother and sister living in
The loss is estimated at $15,000. Several
Mrs.Noyes, Mrs. Anderson,
of
line
also have a very
heavy Working Shoes for $2.00, $2.25,
Mr. Merrill, Mr. West.
Some of the hunting parties which other buildings were slightly damaged,
Wintbrop, and by a widow.
We have described
our HOLIDAY GOODS.
Nellie L. Brlckett.
the end of
Organist—Mrs.
saved
work
a
bucket
hard
came back from the woods at
but
to make at
by
as it is
brigade
this line is as
and
$2.50,
the open season reported hunting condi- them from destruction.
only a small part !
Sunday evening there will be a special
ENDS WINTER'S TROUBLES.
for
and $2.00.
Shoes
Men's
Felt
have
tions so hard that they came home
also
lervice entitled "The Message of the
We
$1.25,^1.50
these
To many, winter is a season of trouble.
Frank and Leslie Bennett
skunked.
One more special theatre train (the Stars," with choruses, children'· chofrost-bitten toes and fingers, chapThe
and
for
Women
and
warm
each
River
at
durable,
Wild
Saturday
because
These are more
year, very
came down from
last if it does not pay) to Lewiston and ruses, and a doable quartette, conaistiog
We are doing a large HOLIDAY business simply
ped hands and lips, chilblains, cold sores,
as at all other times during the year we adhere strictly
this
morning with one good deer. D. K. return Friday evening, Dec. 29th, to one of Mrs. M. L. Noyea and Miss Faith red
time,
But
this.
Button
and
Women's
Lace
assortment.
a
and rough skins, prove
as for the Men, we have
large
to popular prices. We are disposed, If anything, to sell good·
Dresser, D. S. Briggs and Fred Record, of the best musical comedies on tbe Davis, sopranos; Mrs. Esther Anderson ■aoh troubles
before Buoklen's
fly
us
with
three
for
two
or
for
at
L.
at
saw
W.
than
I
this
been
E.
who had
Upton
and Mrs. F.
Barrows, altos;
any other,
β
road, "Madam Sherry."
; also Oxfords for the same
cheaper at this HOLIDAY season,
Boots for $2.00,
Arnica Salve. A trial convinces. Greatweeks, arrived home Friday night with same identical company in the Tremont Merrill and Wesley Hammond, tenors; est healer of Burns, Boil·, Piles, Cuts,
it clones the most successful reason's business we have ever done,
lot
of
the
CHRISTMAS
Shoe all kinds for Women in·
of
a
comfort
the
and
a
Bert
share
towarde
and
can
pickerel
aad
make
Hammond,
West
our
Lester
also
basse*;
one deer each,
big
making
and we
Theatre, Dec. 4th,
and we feel like doing
guarantee
Sores, Braises, Eczema and Sprains.
have
Mrs. Brickett organist. The collection
season of OUR CUSTOMERS the pleasantest one they
caught through the ice on Umbagog attraction.
Co.'s
Howard
H.
the
at
Chaa.
25c.
; also a full line of all
Felt and Flannel Lined Boots and
F. L. Pebkins.
will be for the benefit of Good Will Farm. Only
Lake.
ever bad !
there will be a Christ- pharmacy.
Monday
evening
and Girls down to the very smallest. You can
The December number of the Chronikinds of footwear for
Card of Thanks.
mas tree, with a short program of exerBorn.
cle, published by the students of Paris
to express in a public way cises by the children.
desire
We
clean line of all kinds of footwear, and
a
here
week.
find
last
issued
very
High School, was
onr sincere thanks to those friends and
In South Parte, Dec. 8, to the wife of Edwin K.
It is well filled with the usual variety of
has been a one
is
and
their
for
church
the
this
Store, and we
In Bryant's Pond
At the Unlversalist
do not forget that
regular Martin, a daughter, Lillian Diana.
Clothing and Furnishings, Boots and Shoes,
matter. Quite an amount of space is neighbors
If there's anything you want in the
many acta of kindness during the Illness choir will be assisted by Miss Marion
and
constitution
the
bytaken up by
are very careful to have that
right.
Haakell of Norway, violin. The music
of onr dear mother.
hay, grain, feed, seed or salt line—we've
laws of the athletic association, which
Married.
it. We've not only got it—we've got
Clabence Dolloff, Concord, Ν. H. will be as follows:
got
and Suit Cases, and the
of
stock
cover
a
A
new
have
We
Trunks,
full.
appears
in
are given
the prices on it that are so reasonable
Qback Mountfobt, Boston, Mass.
Opening voluntary
on this issue, bearing a full-page figure
Mrs. Morton, Miss Haskell.
In Bumford, at the Methodist parsonage, Dee. and the quality so good that we are
useful
9.
make
also
Dec.
These
low.
are
presents.
very
of a football player running with the
Morris 10, by the Bev. A. W. Pottle, Mr. Charles E. bound to
Anthem—Arise, Shine
please you. Better give us a
This is from a pen ana Ink drawMeredith Patterson and Misa Maud Kenney, both of Bumball.
Solo, Song of Ages,
Card of Thanks.
it tomarket—do
the
In
next
trial
when
ford.
adan
is
Haeksll
violin obligate, Miss
ing made by Rae Newton, and
from Dec. 18th to 23rd
Words cannot express our apprecia- Prayer response, Loilaby.
.....Froellch
Our Store will be open
day 1
mirable piece of work, strong, rugged
Adams
tion to our neighbor· and friends who Christmas Bells,
We bave just received a car of Town
and virile.
Died.
Christmas.
Please accept our
all
excellent
closed
such
and
CHOIS.
words
day
beinclusive,
1
have shown their sympathy by
Talk Flour which givea
make a fine CHRISTMAS GIFT and I have a better line than ever
H. B. Wilsonsatisfaction to thoae who have used it.
Paris Grange held its annual fair al and deeds in oar great bereavement. We Soprano—Mrs.
of
MlUett
Knlalla
Mlas
In
Dec.
IS,
Portland,
here and
Contralto—Miss Jessie C. Tolman.
advice,
Why don't you order a barrel and try it fore to select from.
South Parla, aged 18 years.
Grange Hall last Tuesday, and there wai wish to thank all for the many beautiful Tenor— L. 8. Sessions.
In West Pans, Dec. IS, Mrs. Ada F., wife of and be coovlnoed?
flowers and words of comfort.
Baritone—A. E. Dean.
a good sale of a variety of articles, in
I
sell
a
nice
makes
J. Q. Allen, aged 48 years.
A WHITE ROBE for the
Mb. and Mb*. E. O. Millett.
Organist—Mrs. W. P. Morton.
clnding aprons, fancy article·, postcards,
In Bnckileld, Dec. 10, Mrs. John Packard, wife
Mebton A. Millett.
The Sunday School will bave a supper of Jesse Packard, aged 67 years.
and
food, candy, vegetables, ioe cream, etc,
them for
In Norway, Dec. l'i. Roscoe Bradbury.
in Good Cheer Hall Saturday evening,
In the evening an entertainment wai
Card of Thanks.
In Norway, Dec. 11, Horace Pfke, sged 63
but t
at β o'clock, which will be followed by a
which included piano and cornel
SLEIGH HEATERS are no longer an
10 months, 18 days.
years,
We wish to thank onr kind friend· and Christmas tree and
a general social
oet by Miss Lulu Davis and Lloyd
In Woodstock, Dec. 11, Bertha Billings, aged
have them for $1.25
I
one who drives in cold weather.
to
comfort
great
Davis, vocal solos by Miss Tolman. read neighbors for the kindness they have time. Santa Claua Is expeoted to drop ; 16 years.
I In Denmark, Dec. 7, Mrs. Malvlna Head, aged
Maine. •1.50,
and
Norway,
ings by Misa Myra Haggett, and a Js-'<j shown as through oar trouble· and sor- in during the evening.
M years.
rows of the Ios· of our dear, beloved one.
drill by twelve young ladle·
ese
I In North Bucklleld, Dec. 10, Mrs. Joanna
Mbs. Κ. V. C'anwell.
The Maine Central Is to spend 170,000 Packard, aged 67 years.
though the condition of the tra /«inn
I
In Bumford, Deo. 12, Mrs. Henrietta, wife of
Mbs. Nellie Thibodeau.
more in addition· and improvement· to
was far from being good, the attet Janet
R. E. Swain, ared 56 yean.
Mb. Teliss Thibodeau.
It· already Immense hotel property at
was good, and the net proceeds are ι
In RumfordTDec. 14, Mrs. William Boyoe οt ■lu»· ill· mmgh ιηϋι··1·ΐΜ|ι
•1 Main St, Norway, Main·.
Mesleo.
Willie Thibodeau,
Klneo.
sum.
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Sunday^ Millinery— Fancy Goods
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for Christmas
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Only few days remain to make your Christmas
still full
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people have already selected their gifts, but
when you
and complete. It's
good idea to shop early, but
best to
you faithfully, whatever you buy
well do
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for exchange;
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COPPER TEA

for 75c.

Only

Gifts for Women.

Gifts for Men.

I will sell the GENUINE NICKEL PLATED

diMnrerandDM«.·Wm.
_

give

ONE DAY ONLY Christmas
Suggestions.
SATURDAY, DEO. 23.

Kued

neiSy

$2.50.

trying
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Use™

giving.

KETTLE, regular price, $1.25,
tea kettle to

customer.

..

for 25 cents.

GALVANIZED IRON PAILS,

£

J. P. Richardson,

SuDdayl

SOUTH

PARIS.

J.

PIERCE'S,

—
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Merry Christmas

GLAD

TIDINGS

—

always

]

sports

PATRONS

bright gifts

acceptable

ringing,
singing,
swinging
boughs
bringing.

Footwear for Christmas
Presents

charming

j

Crane's Linen Lawn

prepared

holiday

Hosiery,
Radiant
Ivory
Suspenders

writing
please.
complete.
inspection.

Chas. H. Howard Co.

gifts

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, Leggins,
Overshoes, Gaiters, Slippers,
Wool Boots, Arctic Socks

Astonishing
Stunning

South Paris,

acceptable

styles

$5.00,
$3.5°, $4.00, $4.50
complete
$3.50,
$3.00
prices.
popular

J.

F. PLUMMER,

31 Market

i

surely

South Paris

Square

large

prices,

C. B. Comings & Sons,

$5.00

$1.75

$6.00.

baby

FOimBONEMlAR James N. Favor, "λ0.:»0:.1";:0"'

Satisfactory

I

i

■

price

Bags

prices

shop early.

gift.

experiment

$2.25.

Slippers

evenings

shop

Siven,

Boys
complete,
always
price

Trunks, Bags and Suit Gases

possible

good

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
specialty

eluding

$3.25, $2.50, $3.00,

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block,

Telephone 38-2.

Norway, Maine.
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If yon have used William Tell Floor it

will be bread that is good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightness—

■■

ι
H

No. 1568.—Diamond.
first la sometime* a vowel. My
second Is a cooking utensil. My third
Is a vehicle. My fourth le a negative.
My fifth Is a nasal consonant.

My

No. 1569.- -Charade.
Is a dog.
My second Is a
time.
My whole Is something every one should have.

My first
period of

special process,

Our own

l

latest improved machinery, per-

I

fect organization, selected Ohio
Red Winter Wheat, makes William Tell the ideal flour.

f

No. 1570.—Initial Puzzle.
words ap*ll the
[The Initials of omitted
•ubject of the quotation.]
"Tw»i the night before
all through the house

It is also the most economical—makes the most loaves
to the

Not

member

order

to

a

—

"·

mouse

sack.

even

a

to
"Hark, the herald angels sing, glory
the newborn King!
Jesus
Pleased as man with men to dwell.
."

"While
All seated

SI

iiiii,

SALE BY

not

mirth."

HUM

our

FOR

stirring,

a
"At Christmas 1 no more desire
Than wish a snow in May*· newfangled

(14)

jjjjflfljj

m mm

was

Christmas, and

"
'Twas the winter wild, when the
Child
All meanly wrapped In a rude manger
lay."

Have it in readiness for
Reyour next baking.

H

watched their flocks by
oa the ground."

—

night

"God bless us all." said Tiny
and
"Christmas comes but once a year,
therefore let's be

BOLSTER

DAYTON

CO.

—

THERE ARE MANY INCIDENTAL BENEFITS
IN HAVING A CHECKING ACCOUNT IN

This

It enables you to keep track of your money matters
show
in a systematic way. The entries in your bank book
how much money you have receivt-d, and the stubs of your
the
check book and also the cancelled checks returned by
the
where
and
out
have
much
how
Bank show
paid
you
this Bank virtually keeps your
money went. In this way
sucbooks for you and, we may add, few individuals ever
in any
finances
their
of
account
accurate
in
ceed
keeping
other way.

dispose of; my 9 14 Is

No. 1572.—Numerical.

been done to death.
In
When the stars are twinkling brighter
the frosty autumn skies.
mother's
It is then 1 'gin to hanker after
puut(ikin pies.

THE

terrapin and hare
dined on mountain trout,
for I've
I've eaten lots of TOTAL truck,
traveled all about.
a heap
heave
I
Christmas
But )ust about
of sighs
1-2-3 apple butter and mother's pumpUls

i

the

ignore

you

abbreviation

3 to 7
When the blasts of chill December
with biting breath
And the goldenrod and aster have lust

for
check automatically gives you an indisputable receipt
in a form very easy to file for future
and
every payment
which is
reference. You also avoid asking for a receipt,
of
sometimes, though wrongfully, looked upon as evidence
can

an

often used.

The cancelled checks, retui nevl by the Bank each
month, are legal receipts for your payments. If you pay
in cash you will often fail to get receipts but paying by

In view of all these advantages
need of a bank account for yourself ?

Sly

and

Sorely Afterward.

Repented

useful little present, in·
ft
ispensable to overy housekeeper,
the
of
forty
containing
Mdle book,
free to
*
est needles made, will be sent
for
request
With
your
address.
> ny
t Ills needle book, enclose a yellow wrap"L. F." Atwood's
I er from a bottle of
or
t îedlclne, stating your experience
Write today
( pinion of the remedy.
j ο the L. F. Medicine Co, Portland,

the

know

taste

of

pies

NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF NORWAY. MAINE.

No. 1573.—Concealed Word Square.
One word concealed in each sentence:
1. Have you plenty of walnuts'/
2. Look at the sun—it Is eclipsed.

3. Tim Evans Ls going to play.
4. Whose footsteps ure those?
No. 1574.—Pictured Word.

«go the govern meut
20,000 eastern lob·
about
transplanted
Kefore shipHere in Monterey bay.
Caring for Cot OUlm.
had been put in
It is seldom tbat the girl who aella the ping wooden pegs
ut glue in the big department «tore* tbelr claws so that they couldn't fight
an tell yon precisely what to do in with each other en route to thin coast
rder to preserve those beautiful and Before transplanting those In charge
xpensive article·, but one jonng lady,
neglectwl to remove the woodeu pegs,
rbo owns several costly pieces and who
the result that the lobsters all
overenthuaiaatio concerning them, «rlth
j daine.
are died.
ays tbat with the proper care they
The government accordingly sent an*
joy forever and a delight to behold.
that
▲s a warning she says tbat It require· other shipment and this time saw
onsiderably more care and attention the pep* had been removed before
ban does silverware, as out glas* will
the lobsters.
while planting
tot atand any rough handling
Some time thereafter the AlbatroM
ia
article
brittle
telng polished. Thla
Into Monterey bay, under the
etually the most fragile in the world steamed of the United States fish
ita
await
to
command
It
seema
>f the housewife.
the
ihance to shatter, and therefore if the commission, looking for results of
ollowing rules are adhered to breakage transplanting. Lobster traps were set
<
till be reduced to the smallest percent- at different points, but nury a lobster
, age :
The government then
was captured.
Keep It la a china closet tbat baa a
$2.000 for η
offering
notices
[>oste<!
ail or aupport tbat will avert ita ailplobsters.
the
transplanted
of
specimen
] »'ng.
A Santa Cruz
Two years passed.
Make aure tbat the ahelf ia atrong to
fisherman, out In Ills little smack,
] lold the weight if the pieces are large.
Then,
Never rinse under running water.
Eloroe office, 548$ Congress Street, Port·
caught one of the lobsters.
Prepare water for waahing in a wood- thinldn? that there was a law against
on
and, will be at faia Norway office, over C.
50 pan or diab tub and fold a towel
catching tbetn. be sneaked the lobster
;he bottom bo that the pieces oan reat on
ate It and de- F. Rldlon'e store, Main Street,
to his home, cooked It
ta cushiony layers.
he divulgLater
evidence.
all
Make the water tepid, add ammonia stroyed
other fishermen.
ind have just a good white aoap, a ed the secret to some
for this pur;amel's hair brush
"I caught a lobster sixteen inches iod the third Friday of each following

Some

years

J

(sold

and a lintless cloth.
Rinse with water of the same temperature and dry with a soft towel, polishtbat
ing afterward with tissue paper
:omes for thia purpose, or you can use a
new clean chamois.
Do not put grease of any kind in these
pieces, not even butter, as grease makes
tbem cloudy, and you can never polish
them as brightly after so using.
Brushing should always be done with

pose)

long." he snld.
"What!" they exclaimed.
"Yes. arid 1 was afraid to sell it

so

I ate it myself."
"You ate It?"

long
give a woman a splen-

The

did chance (or sewing

or

and ewick.
and blushes.
Aak yeui dealer

clean

10

you

>uk e> R»yi
te ·ο» iienc?

καιν

uis

of the

"

writ»

'ot Jncriptive circulai

Fashionable Millinery
Also Ladies' and Children's

Underwear and Hosiery

Stamped Linens, Yarns, Etc,
Millinery-"* Fancy Goods
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

Today

is the

U. S. Cream

ι

son,

when

the

average

housewife

Separator

L. S, BILLINGS

I iitnhnt·
LrUlllUtI

circle of friends and relatives, without
too severe a strain on her pocket-book,
a revival of the good old colonial custom,
is suggested of sending a remembrance
on Christmas morning in the form of a
dainty basket, or hamper, attraotively
packed with an array of holiday goodiea.
This, of course, should be prepared by
the housewife herself, and the fortunate

1

WITH

SPECIALTTES-Paroid Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR

night a handquality evaporated

Soak in cold water

CASTORIA
ΤΙ· IM Ym Han Alwtfs BmcM

J·"·*· srf

THE

COMING OP

,,ψ*

"My daughter want· a piano."
face the muaio like a man."

National Magaziue.

EXPERIENCE
Take Foley
How yoa may profit by it.
Kidney Pills. Mrs. L. E. Davenport, β
Sebley's Court, Bangor, says: "For the
laat year or two I suffered from kidney
NEIGHBOR'S

YOUR

trouble.

back and

had a

I

Gloves

One of the most common and

We

most

useful

a

pain

there was a wonderful change in my
The pains left my back. I feel
full of life instead of tired and all played out. Foley Kidney Pills have certainly done wonders for me and I gladly
recommend them to all who suffer as I
did." A. E. Sburtleff Co., South Paris;
S. E. Newell Λ Co., Pari·.

over

H. B. Eaton,
At T. K. H at ha way's

South

19tf

Shop,"

~

"Well,

ting

It

amoothlj

In

place,

and

flattening

"So Diapbenla made yon a pier*
"Ye·."
"Did she put a whole lot of love in

it?"
"I don't know.
son

acute

Doe· love give a per-

indigestion?"

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Tonlo in aotion, quick in results. Will
cure any case of kidney or bladder disorder not beyond the reach of medicine.
No need to say more. A. K. Shurtleff
Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell A Co.,
Pari·.

Re rl·,

VBAL 0HKR8JC.

59c to $7.50.

more

SWEATERS, fancy knit, 12.00.

preciated?

HEAVY SWEATERS in garnet, white

ap-

and grey, $1.75.
A nice line of

TOQUES, MUFFLERS

and GOLF GLOVES.

Xmas Waists

Our waist department is full
overflowing with dainty
Snowy Linens
styles in muslin and messaWe have some extra
We have just received a new lot of line.
values that will be of interest
Lunch
Cloths,
Towels, Tray Cloths,
to the Christmas shopper.
Damask Table Clothe witb Napkins, and
WAISTS of mettsaline colore, long or
Luncheon Sets. They are just unpack- kimono sleeve. Special $1.05.
WAISTS of messaline with side frills,
ed, have not been bandied, are snowy
The beet
The designs are some of the all colore, $2.OS and $3 50.
white.

Ribbons
You will find here

Ribbons, in all
and qualities.
We have a

a

tine

showing

of

desirable widths, colon

special

lot of Messalinei

and Taffetas that we are selling at Γ>
and 10c. Coming at tbii time when you
are making Christmas fancy work, it
will be of

special

interest to you.

This

you have no idea of

purchasing.

ever

checks for your Xmas packages.

31.00 up.

Edgings,

Pills

S. RICHARDS.

srtILt Y

SOUTH

PARIS. ME.

kill™· couch

AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

King's
New Discovery
WITH

Dr.

for 08"§β8

THïSa.

AMD AU. THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUABANTIID SATISFACTORY
OB XOWST BX7UKDXD.
■

MAINE

Pianos
AND

Organs
Second hand Pianos and

pianos

Organs

Two square
A
I will sell at low price.

for sale at

a

bargain.

lot of second hand organs that I will
price. Come in and

sell at any old
see them.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, PlayerpianoB always in stock at prices
that

are

right.
catalog.

Send for

Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block, South
Bankrupt's Petition

In the matter of
FRANK E.

WHITE,

for
)

The

Paris.

#TT

Discharge.

[

Bankrupt.)

In

granted.

petitioner
That
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credadthis
order,
and
itors copies of said petition
dressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarknck Hal·, Judge
at Portof the said Court, and the seal thereof,
of Dec.,
land, In said District, on the tad day
Α.. D. 1911.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
TL. ·.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
AttestJAMES K. HEWEY, Clerk.

For Sale.
Excellent fruit and dairy farm,
South·
located in South Hartford.
west

slope,

pasture

40 tons hay, plenty
woodland and large

growth.

tatf

90-foot
Stock

L. A. RICKER,
Buckfield, Me.

*

WANTED.

Strictly fresh eggs every week.
Write stating number that can be

furnished at

}6tf

prevailing cash price.

MAINE SANATORIUM,
Hebron, Maine.

the

locking

a

set

of tumblers.

Entrust your valuables
will be safe from fire as well

·;

^

is known

sturdy,

most

the

impregnable.
Every box in our vault is protected by
special guard mechanism and a Juubl<

Paris

Trust

to
as

us,—they

theft.

Company,

Paris, Maine.

South
^Λΐυ

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
STATE OF MAINE.
on lande situated In the town of
Pari·, In the County of Oxford, for the year
1911.
The following Hut of taxea on real estate of nonresident owners In the town of Pari·, aforesaid,
For the/ear 1UU, committed to me for collection
loriald town on the Hh day of Julv, 1111, re·
naln unpaid ; and notice Is hereby given that If
iald taxea, with Interest and charge· are not pre
rtouely paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is
lufflclent to pay the amount due therefor,
ncludlng interest and charge·, will be sold
rltbout further notice at public auction at
few Hall, South Part·, in said town, on the flrst
Monday in February, 1912, at nine o'clock A. M.

Unpaid taxe»

cuts

and

as

most

cj k

advantages

patrons the

The Yale system of

around the world

•553

I

to

modern vaults reinforced and barricaded with ^ ^lc
Locks.

Deposit

Γ County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In Mid District, respectfully represents, that
on the 3rd day of December, 1910, he was duly
of Conadjudged bankrupt, under the Acta
that be ha*
gress relating to Bankruptcy;
of
and
duly surrendered all his property withrights
all the
proi>erty, and has fully complied the orders
of
and
of
Acts
said
requirements of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
be
dehe
That
may
he
Wherefore
prays,
creed by the Court to have a full discharge from
all debu provable against his estate under said
ex-1
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as are
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 29th day of Not., A. D. 1911.
FRANK E. WHITE, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

give

new a

*

PRANK

district of Maims, ss.
on readOn this 2nd day of Dec.. A. D. 1911,
it Is—
ing the foregoing petition,That a
hearing be bad
Ordered by the Court.
12th day of Jan., A. D.
upon the same on the
In said Dis1912, before said Court at Portland,
the
forenoon; and that
In
o'clock
trict, at 10
Dem-I
Oxford
In the
notice thereof be
In said District, and
ocrât, a newspaper
other
persons In
that all known creditors, and
and
Interest, may appear at the said time the place, I
pray·
and show cause, If any they have, why
snould not be
er of said

7E

VV

Bankruptcy.

To tho Hon. clarknck Halk. Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine:
E. WHITE, of Rumford In the

barn. 1 mile to railroad.
and farming tools if desired.

Greenhouse, South Paris·

STOfliÎ

SIX

NORWAY,

amount of young

at the

S YSTEM

MAIN

published
printed

on

"You oall thia cake angel food?" said
Prepare equal quantities of
the harsh husband.
real and smoked tongue; pound amall
"Ye·, dear," said the timid wife; "but
o! each separately In a mortar,
When your feet are wat and cold, and
if the alet doesn't seem exactly what pieces
moistening with melted butter aa yoa yonr body ohllled through and throngh
you want here are some deviled crab·."
white·
proceed, and adding the ohnppedand
take a big dose of Chamth· from exposure,
to tbe veal,
Every family ba· need of a good, sf hard boiledofegga
berlain's Cough Remedy, bathe yonr feet
to
the
the
tongue. In h"t water before going to bed, and
eggs
reliable liniment. For apraln·, bru'ses, grated yolk
In alternate layers,
soreness of the muscles and rheumatic Pack In a square dish
you are almost certain to ward off ·
of
with
blta
«*aob
'
feathery
For sale by the Cbaa. H.
paina there ia none better than Chamber- iprlnkllng
•evere oold.
:
in
stuffed
olives
dioed
place
lain'·. Sold by the Ohaa. H. Howard parsley and
Howard Co., South Parla.
onmold.
and
become
to
firm,
ι cold plaoe
Co., Soatb Paris.

What would be

Slab Wood,

posed

so," urged tbe undutlful heir. "She
Isn't really an aotress) ebe only thinka
boiled aba
la."

grey'.' Wool or
qualities from

lot includes plain colore, hair ribbons,
prettiest we bave ever
checks, stripes, Persians and Dresden.
seen.
You will enjoy
Maine. prices very moderate.
An endless line of bamburg and lace A fine assortment at a low price.
looking over the pretty linens even if trimmed muslins, also tailored waists,
Ilolly Ribbons and the red and green

Cord Wood,

Trust magnate—Is tbe morning's mail
in? Secretary—Tes. T. M.—Very well.
Credit up the ohecks, throw the appeals for help into tbe waste basket, and
turn tbe Indictments over to oar lawyers
to be quashed.

"I bad been troubled with constipa·
tion for two years and tried all of the
best physicians in Bristol, Tann., and
tbey oonld do nothing for me," write·
Tlioa. E. Williams, Middleboro, Ky.
"Two packages of Obamberlain'a Stomacb and Liver Tablets cured me." For
sale by the Cbaa. H. Howard Co., South
Pari·.

White or

We have all the

mesealine waist that you have
shown and tbe $2.08

Co.,

Paris;

Cotton?

Knit Goods
and gave

SWEATERS in white and garnet, in
Our line of blankets is
plain and fancy weaves, $.100 ami 10.00.

doctors' bills.

complete.

gifts

to

neighbor advised taking Foley Kidney
Pills and I did so. After a few days
case.

Blankets
BLANKETS make nice

CHILDREN'S SETS of FURS.

dull pain across my
A
in my stomach.

it out; then, with a sharp knife, out into
aquares. Allow them to rlae until
double the original aise, then bake Id a
Without opiates or harmful druga of
quick oven for about twenty minutes;
any kind Foley's Honey and Tar Comwhen cold with a frosting compound atop· cougha and curea cold·. Do glaze of gratod nutmeg, ground olnna"Ob, that my son should wish to marnot aocept any aub*titute. A. E. Shurtconfectioner's sngar, and a little ry an actress!" shrieked tbe nroud, palefi Co., South Pari·; S. E. Newell A Co., mon,
trician mother. "Now, ma, don't take
cream.

There Pari·.

L. S. BILLINGS. South Paris, Me.
NrlïfMtJiiéQûm

Our line of

Aprons for Gifts

endless line to show you.

an

FURS make acceptable and sensible
presents.
BROWN ISABELLA FOX and Black
Fox Shawls and Muffs at $13.50, 115.00,
910.50 and $18.00.
SPECIAL LOT of regular $12.50
Muffs and Sbawls, $10.00 eacb.

I could snatch It out of his mouth."—

recipient will be sure to prize it far more
highly than any purchased gift at even
double or treble the original cost of the
simple materials.
In fact, if one is a good manager, even
this outlay may be reduced to a minimum; for with a little forethought one
can easily arrange, when engaged in the
preliminary preparations of holiday
dainties for the home table, to make a
few extra cookies, a small plum cake,
one or two diminutive molds of jelly, a
highly seasoned tumbler of veal loaf, or
another of gelatin of chicken. Many

£25

Roofing.

Bags

Bags will be of great help
to you in solving your gift problem·.
Ad endless line of all that is new in
bags

Our Cbrietmaa Neckwear baa arrived.
φ
Collars in white and soft pretty tones,
aide frill· with graduated bows of silk,

Christmas Furs

"Well, when I was sliding It out of
the oven It slipped and went Into the
coal scuttle, and then 1 had to chase
Towser over Into the next yard before

other serious diseases. Mr. B. W. L.
devise.
Even old baskets (provided they are Hall, of Waverly, Va., say·; "I firmly
to
sound) need nut be despised, if before believe Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy on
Christmas they are treated to two coats be absolutely the beat preparation
of common white paint; allow this tu the market for oolda. I have recombecome tboroaghly dry, iben give a coat mended It to my friend· aud they all
of white enamel, painting the handles agree with me." For sale by the Chas.
and rim a delicate green enamel. Use in H. Howard Co.,£outh Pari·.
combination with this coloring a large
"1 aaw you at the theatre the other
bow of crimson satin ribbon tied to the
Did you enjoy the performance?"
handle, through which thrust a hand· night.
"Not very mncb. I've become so acwith iti
some cluster of holly, gay
Another charming customed to musioal comedies that when
scarlet berries.
a play that has a plot to it I
decoration will be found in using dark I witness
South
find the burden of following it too weariand
white
with
enamel,
green paiut
some for me."
an<j
ribbon
satin
white
with
ornamenting
Countless ideas and oon
Wbnt may be won by study 7
mistletoe.
AN ALARM AT NIGHT
ceits will suggest themselves as the fasci
to the entire housework progresses, the final festivf That strikes terror
nating
No. 1575.—Enigma.
the oon hold it tbe loud, hoarse, and metallic
touch
wrapping
by
being
given
Eve
QUICK IN RE8ULT8
The serpent that beguiled poor
of croup. No mistaking it, and TONIC IN ACTION
tents in dainty white tissue paper, or ii cough
Is not the snake to which I cleave.
who
the
then
from
fortunate
relief
Give
parent·
lucky
BACKACHE,
anc
prompt
crepe paper printed in holly design;
Those subtle serpentMtemot me not.
Foley1· Honey and Tar Compound KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE
Where'er ihey bo 1 shun the spot
tying them with red, white ana greei keep
H. W. Casaelman, Canton,
on hand.
To rattlesnake* 1 cling—Indeed.
baby ribbon, or with raffia.
"It is worth It· weight in RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of ti*
Their poisonous bites 1 do not heed.
In the packing, invariably place tb« Ν. Y., say·:
little children are troubled
But keep forever on their trail.
heaviest articles in the bottom with th< gold. Our
INFLAMMATION of the
with croup and hoarseness, and all we KIDNEYS,
Though safe encased tn coat of mall.
lighter and more perishable ones on top
and
Tar
When earth Ignored my very nam·
la
them
and
all annoying URINARY
BLADDER
Foley's Honey
so that the edibles will reach their destl· give
To heavenly lauds I laid a claim.
and arrangi Compound. I always have a bottle of IRREGULARITIES. A
in
nation
condition;
perfect
the
held
who
key.
positive boon to
I found the saint
bouse." A. £. Shurtleff Co.,
them so that there is no possibility ol it in the
But Peter had no use for ma
Paris.
Newell
&
E.
and
ELDERLY
S.
AGED
South
MIDDLE
Co.,
Paris;
On
their moving or slipping about.
top
So. silent. 1 remained In tears
Aad silence kept through years and resting on a delicately tinted paper nap
for WOMEN.
and
PEOPLE
in
an
Interest
take
don't
you
"Why
years.
kin, place a suitable card bearing th< affairs?" said tbe off-hand adviser. "Why
HAVE HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
Till men who saw me lie In wait
season's greetings, and on the other sidi
the
read
don't
newspapers so that
you
Helped me to slip Inside the gate.
8. A- Davis, 627 Washington St., ConnersTille·
a list of the viands contained in th<
with
can
converse
your
intelligently
He bade me Join the ungel band.
you
Ind., is in bis 85th year. He writes us: "I hare
Hamper.
husband?"
lately suffered much from my kidneys and bladBut kept my likeness in hie hand.
Of course the gifts may be as elabo
"I tried to," replied Mrs. Torkinn, der 1 had sever· backaches and my kidney action
rate or aa simple m the donor desire» "but I made a mistake. I read the was too (re^nent, causing me to lose much sleep
No. 1576.—Eyea Out
at night, s nd in my bladdor there was constant
Study, however, to suit the individua President's message instead of the foot- pain.
I to:>k Foley Kidaey Pills for some time,
▲ clamor turns a nozzle;
of each recipient
and
taste
and am ne w free or all trouble and again able to
requirements
ball news."
Complaint may be a weed;
be sent
b· up and aronnd. Foloy Kidney Pills have my
semi-invalid
the
to
tbat
so
may
To elevate's an army;
highest recommendation."
delicacies suitable to the convalescent
A dollar Is to read.
No false pietense has marked tbe caSouth Parle.
reserving the more substantial, bm reer of Ely's Cream Balm. Being en- A. E. SHURTLEFF A CO.,
Paris.
8. E. NEWELL A CO
Next, empty is a wagon:
delicious mince turnovers, corn
equally
not
like
it
is
responsible
harmless,
tirely
Discharged'· a cushion small;
ish pasties, and kindred dainties for th<
for
and
snuffs
catarrh
the
powders,
Not difficult'· a custom;
epicurean friend or bachelor relative minds shattered by cocaine. The great
Not dry Is nearly all.
With this consideration in view, tb<
virtue of Ely's Cream Balm is that it
following selected and tested recipes an speedily and completely overcomes nasal
Key to Puuledom.
suggested as embodying the charm ol catarsh and hay fever. Baok of this
No. 1561.—Three Birds: 1. Ma*, pi®, novelty, as well as the advantage ol
statement is the testimony of thousands
3. being easily and successfully prepared
2. Fez. ant. plieasuut.
magpie.
and a reputation of many years' success.
even the inexperienced housewife:
by
will,
wblppoorwill
All druggists, 50c., or mailed by Ely
Whip, poor,
Να 1502.—Numerical Enigma: Mar,
CORNISH PASTIK8.
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New Tork.
dey, rod, dromedary.
These little dainties are made fion
"All arrivals are washed," explained
No. 1503.—Decapitations: Broil, roll, scraps of pie crust, rolled out on thi
the warden of the prison.
pastry board to thickness of a quarter ol
oil, U. L. Spont, pout. out. ut. t.
"And if they kick up a fuss?"
a sharp knife int(
No. 1564.—Beheaded Rhymes : Stowed, an inch, and cut with
"Then they are ironed."
Place them directly on
neat squares.
aft:
slumber,
raft,
craft,
towed, owed;
DON'T PROCRASTINATE.
the ice in a very cold place, and then put
"BEST ON EARTH."
heat,
eat;
wheat,
lumber, umber:
in the center of each a spoonful of thi
Don't
put off putting on glasses if
This is the verdict of R. J. Howell,
blend, lend, end: shark, bark, ark; following: Half a cupful of finely choppec
trouble you.
Properly fitted
Ο who bought Foley's Honey your eyes
Tracy,
s
skill, kill. 111; growing, rowing, owing.
of
slice
minced
one
sausage,
chicken,
comfort that is imTar Compound for bis wife. "Her glasses will give you
No. 1565.—Illnstrated Zigzag: Gun- few drops of onion juice, a pinch eaot and
if you are suffertbe worst I have ever seen, and possible without tbem,
Goat. Junk, of summer savory and
Words:
paprika, twc oase was
powder plot.
looked lik· a sure case of consumption. ing from eyestrain or errors of refracbread
crambs.
of
grated
beet.
cart,
tablespoonfuls
cent loop, coot owls. dime.
Her lungs were sore and she coughed al- tion.
Fold over the pasties in triangle form,
With the modern mountings and acwhip. colt. fool, toad
was
her voice
the edges with the tines of a most incessantly and
crimping
No. 1506.- Charade: Bnck. ward—
and cessories supplied with my lenses, most
■liver fork; brash over with the white ol hoarse and weak. Foley's Honey
backward
Tar Compound brought relief at once people look better with glasses than
an egg, and bake in a quiok oven foi
and less than three bottles effected a, without. Don't allow an old fashioned
EnNo. 15βΤ.—Νη merit-at Knlcma:
twenty minutes.
to stand in the way of perfect
complete cure." A. E. Shurtleff Co., prejudice
Word·»: Eye. dial, cop.
cyclopaedia
8ΛΘΟ FRUIT CUP.
S. E. Newell &
South
Paris. vision and comfort.
can.

«

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
are other makee, but Paroid is the beet

Bags

Neckwear and Belts

Handkerchiefs

dear?"

is

puzzling her brains over bow to provide
novel and appropriate gifts for a large

MIDDLE ful of tbe finest
peaches, cooking them the next mornAGE
ing in the double boiler until thoroughly
There 1· a letting down lo the physical tender; then skim out the fruit, and for
force· often ahown in aonoylng and pain- each cupful of fruit liquid add one tableful kidney and bladder alimenta and spoonful of pearl sago, a plooh of salt,
Foley Kidney and a teaspoonful of sugar. Simmer
urinary irregularities.
skimming.
Pilla are a splendid
regulating and slowly until tbe sago is transparent and
It was awarded the only Grand Prize at Seattle,
at such a time.
medicine
strengthening
very thick; remove from tbe fire, and
190».
Try them. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South stir iu tbe chopped fruit together with a
havo
until
you
Don't buy any separator
Paria; S. E. Newell Λ Co., Pari·.
oupfnl of sweetened whipped oream
asked us about the United States.
beaten solid. Turn Immediately Into
Better ask TODAY.
Quiet-Spoken Customer—You keep chilled jelly tumblers, and aet in a cold
everything for the piano, don't you?
place to beoome firm and hard.
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE
Salesman—Yea, sir; we do, sir.
T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.
FRUIT RUNS.
Quiet-Spoken Customer—Give me an
axe!
These may be suitably substituted for
cake, and are made by rolling out light
When you have a cold get a bottle of bread dough in a thin aheet; butter
will
It
Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy.
liberally with aoftened butter, sprinkle
soon fix yon up all right and will ward with powdered sugar and ground cinnaoil any tendency toward pneumonia, mon, and spread with a fruit mixture
'."hi· remedy contains no opium or other composed of chopped dates, candied
narcotic and may be given aa confidently lemon peel, curtantaand raisins. Beginto a baby aa to an adult. Sold by the ning at one end, roll the douga in the
Chas. H. Howard Co., South Paris.
aame manner aa for jelly-cake roll, pat-

se*

We have gifts for all.

Have you thought of Aprons?

I

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

You do not cart> who invented the cream separator—or
which separator was first in the field.
Υοι want to know which is the l>i»t separator today
—which is the most improved.
The United States Separator hti3 demonstrated its
absolute and complete superiority over all other separators.
It holds the World's Record for closest

are
better able than ever
rtudv of your Christmas needs, and
have made as to the
before to serve you. No matter what limit you
iost of your gift, you can find it here at the pnce you want to pay.

We have

guaranteed.

Foley Kidney

(Incorporated)

Best Separator

All work

fitted.

Paris, Maine.

room.

Standard Oil Company

The

Welcome you and make your

Without doubt handkerchiefs answer many oi the
hard puzzles that confront and bows of two tone messaline. The selected with the greatest care.
SUEDE BAGS in all colors, with gilt
beet and latest of tbe new.
the giver.
and gun metal clasp, long silk cords,
No printer's Ink can let you know
A new lot of belts just received, very
12.00.
what an enormous stock of HandkerAll boxed in holly boxen. 50c, 11.00,
desirable.
chiefs we have, now awaiting your inThe
newest
useful
shapes, clasps and colors,
Beits make very acceptable' and
spection and appreciation. The most gifts. Tou will ûnd a fine assortment tbe long leather strap handles, many
FRIDAY, DEC. 15,
leather lined, 50c to (4.00.
dainty creations of embroideries and to select from.
No matter
laces are now on display.
month. At Rumford office 2nd Friday
what price you wish to pay, it is here.
}f each month. Eyes treated. Glasses
Xmas

A. W. WALKER & SON,

easy to the eyes.

Ίιιι

«ho»

Our store is in Xmas garb, prepared to
shopping a pleasure We have made a

measure.

Coal.

aad the Rayo itself ia a
handsome lamp- an ornament to any room in the house.
m chimney ; easy to
ta easily lighted without removing ihtde
Made ot solid brass, nickel plated also in numerous othet style

low-priced lamp. Yet
The Rayo Lamp

greater

Stove Wood and

embroidery; but her eves
suffer from the strain unless
she has a good light.
The Rayo is the best
lamp made.
whole

oreciated in

But
"Refuse to eat It? Nonsense!
what trouble did you have with It.

Packing the ctinstmaa nampcr.
With the advent of the Christmas sea-

The palmist glanced at the man's
original supply as a nucleus for the hand.
Christmas hamper, and which, augment"You are abont to come into possesed by a day's cooking possibly later on, sion of a neat bum of money," he prewill produce most gratifying resulti dicted.
The
with but very slight expenditure.
Which was easy predicting.
The baskets in which the edibles are band was a straight flush.
of
any preferred variety,
packed may be
The quicker a cold is gotten rid of the
but they should be made as attractive
donor's ingenuity can less the danger from pneumonia and
the
as
artistic
and

winter even-

a

■

on

OCULIST,

other seasonable delicacies will suggest
themselves, which can be set aside from

It Never Flickers

It give* a strong, diffused light that is iemaikablv
Iliere ts no glare to it. no flicker. It tights up
The Rayo is an economical lamp, to α
You gel the mutt possible li^ht-value for the oil burned;

display a line of useful holiday merchandise
have taken great pains
that is worthy of your hearty approval We
are ideal gifts and we
apto select useful gifts, because useful gifts
We have now

l.ttTnn

j

the

ings

most

▲

—

Strong National Bank

personal suspicion.

the

gifts are gloves. We have a full
Xmas Umbrellas
bave a fine lot of aprons that will help
FOUND
stock of browu, tan, grey and white.
"Yes."
Our line of Christmas Umbrellas is in you solve some of your gift problems. $1.00,11.25, «1.50.
And tlit\v broke to him the sad news
Heifer in my pasture. Owner can
"No war or battle sound
for
and we have a showing worthy of your A
that there was a reward of S2.000
."
UNLINED DOGSKIN and MOCHA
worthy showing of tea aprons, plain,
Was heard the world
have same by proving property and
a sample lobster from the bay.
appreciation. Δ11 quali les, with plain, or daintily trimmed with lace and em- GLOVES, $1.00.
I
how
costs.
Bethlehem,
of
town
said
the
"O little
paying
"And I had a $L'.(hio meal!"
fancy and mission handles. An umbrelStiff
the softest brushes procurable.
see thee lie!"
SILK LINED MOCHAS, $1.50.
of plain aprons,
and fainted.-San Francisco
08c to broideries. Nice line
J. B. BRYANT,
la wonld make an idet.1 gift.
Youth's Companion.
brushes scratch unmercifully. But a fisherman
Me.
LONG GLOVES, all pricen.
tbe
Chronicle.
clean
crevices,
Buckfield,
25c up.
brush must be used to
#6.00.
50-52
io it cannot be dispensed with.
No. 1571.—Numerical Enigma.
ί he Troublesome Quail.
Never use tacks or buckshot to clean
My whole Is un old saying, composed the inside of
"This- ηι:ηϋ is finely prepared. dear,"
For Sale.
bottles, jugs and pitchers,
16 11 19
5
letters;
uiy
of twenty-seven
lu'.ltl the youdr husbund entliusinstiand
salt
an
of
shell
the
but
egg,
If you are undecided as to what you wish to give that particular
ground
birch cord wood.
2 Is
10
6
4
Green
my
Is
η
gray
tighter:
22 8 27 21
lemon or a little white vinegar.
••ally at table.
la
6
2
17
20
16
15
B. M. GREELY,
to be at liberty: uiy
A piece of raw potato soaked in a
•Ob. I'm so glad!" returned Ills deperson, take a walk through our store and see how quickly the quesfrom cream: my
a substance obtained
Me
carafe or any of the deeper pieces will lighted wife. "I was afraid you would
Paris,
South
D.
^
F.
2,
R.
7
tion is settled. Look over our large assortments of holiday merchan12 5 23 β 25 îs a musical play; my
help to make brightening a light task refuse to eat It after all the trouble
18 la to and cleaning still easier.
24 6 26 Is crooked: my 1 13 3
I had with It."
dise, it is the easiest way to settle the question of-WHAT TO GIVE.
"

N.

on

■

pastry that melts in yoor mouth.

II'·
■

' orrespondenoe on topics of Interest to the ladles
Is solicited, J id drew : Editor Hombmakibs'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me.

Ht Did It

Ideal Gift Suggestions

[ iccdlc Books Given Away.

FEASTED ON LOBSTER.

HOMEMAKEKS' COLUMN.

8

*4

?i
llley,

Arthur

ItilW.,

6ft.

M

let?

îii
m

*§S

land at
West Pari·,
918.00
1.00
Woodland,
Part of Bird Land,
7.00
Maxim Land,
100
Two Lott, Oxford Park,
Nos. 48 and 52,
.80
HARRY D. COLE,
Collector of Taxea of the
Town of Parte.

CUInwood, J. H.,
Ireeley, Β. M.,
(oody, J. F.,
Uchardaon,
Martina,

SUnd and

Houses for Sale.

!

boose· on High Street, South
tbe
One six rooms tod batb,
other six rooms, with foor acre· of l»nii.
House sold with or without land. Κ·»?
terme if desired.
36tf
M. L. NOYKS, South Parii.
Two

Pari·.

new

Τ LOW
—

PRICE

ON

—

Wool Carpets
to close out

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Oanforth StsM.

NORWAY.

·

MAINE.

